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"Hell Night-'-' Hastens Council Meeting
by.~usse/1 _C. S,t,okes, J_r.
The Hell Night meeting ?f
Stude~t Council to<:k place in
Hutchinson Ha_ll in_ an atmosphere of Impa_tIence, a_s
fraternity and sorority council
members appeared to eye the

clock . in ant_Icipat1on of _the
pled_g mg act_
IvItIes going on , Just
outside.
.
. In less than two hours council
discussed and approved a astronom1~al amount of new and
ol.d business. It appeared that

council gave little thought as
they passed additional appropnations for the College Center
Board, W.K.C.U . and FASA. The
C.C.B. was granted an additional
$300 to cover the cost of maintenance and the printing of

programs for the dance line
Parente, President of Student
item. W.K.C.U. was granted an
Org. could adequately represent
additional $75.00 to cover the
all the parties involved, and as
cost ot printing and office. The
President -he should sit on the
Fine Arts Students Association
Screening Committee. •After a
was - granted $1,050.00 to esclose vote Parente was selected
tablish a new line item Raw
to sit on that committee. Dean
Magazine. Raw will come out
Ippolito stated that, "It may be
before the end of this semester.
possible to have members from
1 According to Ray Lago, "Raw
TWM and S.C.S.C. on t-he
m~gazine will allow artists and
Screening Committee. " The purwriters the opportunity to
pose of the Screening Compresent their work as well as the
mittee is to screen a number of
actual production of a
applicants for the positions and
magazi ne." Council also passed
submit their recommendations
$4?4_-00 to _pay for the rental of to Dean Ippolito for final apW1ll1ams Field. l here appeared
proval. In a related incident
to be some questions concernCouncil approved. The decision
ing liability of the contractor
of a committee established to
who is doing the work on Kean 's
look into and revise if necessary
football
field.
Gus
Garcia
the job description of the Astreasurer of Student Org. will try
sistant Dean of Students . The
to obtain a copy ot the original
committees recommendations
contract for the reconstruction
were approved by council. One
of the football field ,...
major features will be that the
With what some said to be the
Assistant Dean will assist the
most controversial issue of the
Director of Student Activities
night, the selection of a repreinstead of directing thai
sentative from Student Org. to sit
operation of Student Act ivities.
o n the Assistant Dean of
A number of council members
Studen ts Screening Committee,
were concerned about the effecf
council seemed to come out and - that an Assistant Dean of
voice their opinion. The Third
Students would have on the
World Movement and the
duties of the Director of Student
Spanish Cultural and Social Club
Activities.
made it clear that their particuAaron De' Kar Lawson tried to
lar interest groups should be
present some informatiCJn on
Phoro by Ralph Abbate
Co uncil members Bonnie Gorczyka, Tara Higgins and Cathy Schwartz consult their minutes, while Ray rep rE;sented, as in the past. There
Time Management in hopes that
Lago (center), a stude nt who spoke o n behalf of Raw Magazine, looks on worriedly.
were those who felt that Ray
(Continued on page 3)
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Snowstor111 Hits Kean
by Carlos de Sa
The first snow fall o f the season
hit Kean College in the early part
of Monday morning, Novem ber
27, and continued into the afternoon, changing to sleet and
frozen rain in the evening. Accumulations of about two inches of
snow were registered at the
College, with up to four inches in
parts of northern New Jersey.
Night classes were held as scheduled.
Dr. Edward Brotak, professor
of meteorology in th-e Earth
Sciences Department , said it was
very unusual to get a snowstorm
in December with the ocean
temperature still in the 40's, a
factor that would ord[narily
prevent snow in the coastal
areas . "If you said as early as
Saturday morning that we ' d have
a sr,owstorm on Monday, people
would have laughed at you ," he
stated .
"In areas where you ' d think it
would be snowing, like western
Pennsylvania and Ohio, it's
raining."
The
unexpected
snowfall
resulted from a large mass of foul
weather along most of the Eastern Seaboard, with snow and
freezing rain in the north and
rain in the South Atlantic states.
Dr. Brotak said that the mai n part
of the storm was moving up
through thP 0hio Valley, with
the snow lire in Delaware. He
predicted that there would be
some precipitation comprising
of "moderate rains " on Thursday, the 30th, but· pointed out
that "the odds of having another
snowstorm are slim."
Dr. Brotak explained that
accurate weather forecasting is
good only 24 to 48 hours in advance. Beyond t hat it becomes
an inexact Sci.ence. "Meteorology," he said, "is what I call the
Russian Roulette of the skies however the pattern sets up aloft

determi nes what happens on the
su rface."
A ccording to Dr. Brotak , m ost
long-ra nge forecasting is based
on persistence, a term used to
describe the computerized statistical
analysis of weather
patterns from thE: previous
weeks, months and years. As
such, it is highly specialized
guesswork, and the computer' s
accuracy decreases statistically
beyond the 48-hour time span .
"The public demands a longrange forecast, so the government provides it," stated Dr.
Brotak . "What is hardly .ever

brought out is that b y the fourth
and fift h days, precipitation forecasts have a 50- 50 chance o f
accu racy ."
Dr. Brotak, who describes
himself as a "synoptic meteorologist" (one who works with
maps and charts with emphasis
on understanding the weather),
would · not venture a precise
forecast on whether there will be
a white Christmas this year. "The
odds are against it," he said, "but
since we haven ' t had a w hite
Ch ristmas for quite some time,
maybe we 're due for one now."

In the event ot snow or any other emergency whi ch would require the
closing ol the College, announ cements will be mad e over the following radio stations:
·

WVNJ AM 620, FM100.3; WPATAM930, FM93.1; WJLK AM1310, fM
94.3; WERA AM 1590; WOR AM 710; WIDM AM 1530; WMl R AM
1250; WDHA fM 105.5 : WClC AM 1450.

Photo by Joe Leatherwood

A rare sight for November: studenf brushes snow off his car as the
first surprise snowfall of the season brought accumulations of up to
two feet to the College grounds.

Residents Hold Thanksgiving Dinner
by Dorrie Christman
The Residence Association
held its annual Thanksgiving
Dinner on Nov. 21 in Downs Hall.
Each of the 125 people who
turned out for the meal paid
$1.50 for entrance and the Housing Office dished out the rest of
the
bill
which
totaled
$375. Approximately $70 from
Residence Association Funds
paid for the wine and beer.
According to Romayne Eaker,
Secretary of the Re.sidence Association, a crowd of 200 were expected to wine and dine. In
reference to this she stated,
"Due to the changeover in the
food service, we had very little
time to set up the menu, the date
of the dinner and to publicize it
properly. As a result, many
residents didn ' t know about it.
Another reason fo r the lack of

participation could 've been due
to induction meetings being
held that night by sororities and
fraternities. "
Those residents who did show
up seemed to enjoy the dinner.
As resident Russel I Stokes stated,
"The food, as a whole, was better
than last year. It was more appetizing to 'look at and the
vegetables
were
excellent.
Everyone got their $1.50's worth
of a good Thanksgiving dinner,
but I think what really made the
evening was the act of the
residents coming together on
common ground."
During the course of the meal,
Dean of Students Pat Ippolito addressed the group on latest news
and
suggestions
for
t he
residents. H e had previously
handed out sign-up sheets to
each table on which the st udents
were -expected to sign up for

various committees they may be
interested in such as security,
maintenance and vandalism. He
commented, "I ' d like as much
involvement as possible. " He
went on to explain that improvements have already been
made on the maintenance issue,
"There is now faster, better processing for maintenance requests. Also, the Monmouth Rd.
fence will not be tarred again. "
Other developments made on
behalf of the residents included
possibly extending hours for the
game room and ' the gym to
remain open.

According to Dean Ippolito,
another idea now under consideration is "an open door
dinner which would be held at
least once a week at a minimal
cost to the residents. " He continued in this vein by saying,
"What we need are suggestions
from the stude nts on what night
would be most convenient and
the kinds of menu that would be
most preferable. " The main objective for this type of arrangement was that there is a need for
"different places for residents to
get together." He concluded by

(Continued on page 3)
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)ogathon Stresses Health
On November 12th and 14th,
the Ph ysical Education Major~
Club and t he Evening Student
Cou nci l c o - spon sored a
_Jogathon and Workshop. The
participants were able to opt for
a one, two or four mile jog
around the Kean Campus.
Ms. Kathi Sav.1ge, President of
the- Physical Education group
and Professor Edith Resnick,
group faculty advisor, co-ordinated the day's activities.
Dr. DavidBilowitoftheSpecial
Education Department spoke to
the participants about the
" Physiologic.ii
Effects
of
T raining : Aerobic and
Anaerobic" , after which there
was a short period of questions
and answers.
The Physical Education Majors
Club, under the supervision of
·Dr. Bilowit, gave Blood Pressure
and Pulse Rate Tests. Before the
onset of the job, a series of
warm-up conditioning exercises

were adm inistered by . t he
Physical Education Cl ub.
As the run took place, times
were recorded and t he first fi ve
winners in each event were
awarded T-shirts. The joggers
then returned to the gym for a
" warm
down "
condition ing
period .
CardioJogists,
Dr. Edward
Williams and Dr. Ralph Oriscello, articulated the theme for
the second phase of the
workshop, " In Touch, In Shape,
Involved," on November 14.
Williams and Oriscello addressing " An Educated Heart ts a Surviving Heatt,"· placed heavy emphasis on exercise and programmed exercise as a tool to
reduce stress, and to strengthen
the body's most vital organs, the
heart and l ungs. The phys icians
cited an often overlooked
research project of the National
t.nstitutes of Health published in
1972. These studies pinpoint

Newsbeat
Kean/Riverdale Chorale

The Kean College/Riverdale
Chorale and Concert Chorus,
conductet1 by Professor James
Cullen o f Elizabeth, will offer a
concert, featuring chorus and_

brass, in the Wilki.ns Theatre ot
Kean College, December 6, at
8:30 P.M . Ticket information is
available by calling the Kean
music department at 527-2108.

Concert Pianist To Perform
Classical pianist, Alicia de Larrocha, commended in a recent
New York Times review for her
" prodigious
technique
and
musicality," will perform in the

Wilkins Theatre of Kean College
on December 2, at 8:00 P.M.
Ticket information is available by
calling the Kean music
department at 527-2108.

Employment Survey Report
The random survey of secondary school mathematics supervisors,
conducted by the NCTM Instructional Affairs Committee, has found
that at the end o f the 1977-78 school year almost 10 percent of the
mathematics teaching positions were vacant . The 200 respondents
consider this to be a moderate demand for mathematics teachers.
furthermore, as shown in the table below , they do not expect this
.,__....;,,,~ te c ~ in- thP next five years .

N CT M

Per cent of vacant
mathematics positions

Region

at the end of the
1977-78 school · ear

expected in
5 ears

Northeastern

12.8%

15.5%

Southeastern

8.8

7.5

Central

6.0

7.5

North Central

5.2

7.3

Southwestern

9.5

9.7

Western

7. 1

7.4

Canadian

1. 6

2.3

st ress, part icula rly psych ologi cal st ress as t he second m ost
important correlative to heart
damage and disease (cigarette
smoking being the prime
problem area , and
most
publicized) .
Throughout the day, other
workshop leaders examihed the
importance of stress reduction
and relaxation tecb niques, the
importance of sound nutrition,
and physiological aspects of exerc-ise and weight reduction.
Since this year's jogathon and
workshop were successful , it' is
anticipated that the Physical
Education Club will sponsor
another next semester.

by Kevin P. Davis
Livingston Mall was the site of
a recent veterans' outreach
program sponsored by the Kean
College Office of Veterans Affairs . During th!'! week of
November 13-16, staff members
from' the College Veterans' Office made contact with several
hundred veterans.
Questions ranging from pensions for WWI veterans to the
new GI bill educational program
were fielded by work-study
veterans Kevin P. Davis, Joseph
Horvath , Cheryl Wil l iams ,
Michael Duda, and Thomas C.
Mulligan . Veterans . Representative on campus Michael T.
Driscoll , supervised the program .
which was run out of the mall
communJty booth.
VA pamphlets and fl yers were
distributed to hundreds of veterans / shoppers. Many veterans
were surprised and pleased with
"both the <:;olleg-e's and the V.A. 's
effort to spread information to
veteran s.
More outreach programs are
being planned for the future,
however, they will be cun
without VET REP Mike Driscoll.
The V.A. officially informed the
college that Mike would be
recalled to the VARO in Newark
the first of the year. The V.A.
attempted to recall the Vet Rep
sooner, however, Steve Vence,
Kean College Coordinator of
Vewrans ' Affairs, staved off the
recall for a few months.
Steve Vence has been in contact with Senator Alan Cranston
(D-Calif), Chairman of the
Senate Committee on Veterans'
Affairs, in order to find out what

A Bilalian Perspective
/

by Kamau Jackson /man;'
I hope that everyone had a
nice Thanksgiving week.end . For
most of us Thanksgiving represents a time of year that the
family can gather and share a
meal together. With that thought
in mind it is time for Bilalians at
Kean College to pull together. If
there is to be any unity and .organization on this campus it must
start with the leadership. The
Black Solidarity Day program
should have had the support of
the leadership o f all the Bilalian
organizations on campus. Where
was the solidarity on Solidarity
Day?
Mak ing its debut for the
semester after many delays is the
fi rst issue of Expressions. I would
like to thank those that contributed time and mater ial towards
Expressions.
Thanks
Byron ,
James, Betty, Renee, Jeff, Renee
8., Yvo nn e, M o niqu e, An ge l,
Robert, and Dr. Kafaka. If

anyone has been omitted ,·
thanks. Byron Stills, Vice President of T.W.M . and acting Editor
of Expressions, has written an
edito rial eulogy for T.W .M . You
are probably tired of hearing that
Third World Movement is dying.
Third World Movement has
outgrown its present form , it is
no longer an organization representing all minorities; it is a
Bilalian (black) organization.
T.W.M. no longer consists of a
few students but now represents approximately two
thousand students. The organizational str.ucture and name
are no longer appropriate.
T.W.M. in its present form
should be laid to rest and
allowed to die gracefull y. Ou t of
the death o f T.W .M . should
come the emergen ce o f ·a new
li fe. This new li fe shoul d have a
new purpose, a new nam e and
new o rgan izat iona l stru ctu re.
This new life can only be brought

into the world it the Bilalian
leadership on this campus is willing to commit manpower and
mindpower to this task. The first
phase of this task requires that
the heads of the various organizations unite to form a
. leadership council on whom the
responsibility of completing the
task will fall. ·
Bilalian leadership is charged
with the responsibility of representing and speaking out for
Bilalians. If they are unwilling or
unable to fulfill their obligation
then perhaps they should be
replaced by those that will.
I am inviting the leaders o f all
Bilalian organizations at Kean to
attend a meeting .on December
5th , at 1 :40 p.m . college free
hour, in Alumni Lounge, Downs
Hall. The purpose o f thi s meetin g
will be the formation of a leadership coun ci l, and th e sharin g o f
ideas and solutions to probl ems
affecti ng Bilali ans at Kean
College.

Physic.ii Education Majors co-ordinated the day's activities .inducting registr.ition and waiwers.
-

new programs the federal
government is preparing for
veterans. While the Senator
could report no changes in the
law that affects veterans' educational benefits, he sent Steve a
report on several changes in the
veterans' vocational rehabilitation program (Chpt. 31 ).
Veterans with at least a 10%
disability rating may qualify for
voe rehab. For details check with
Steve Vence at the campus

Veterans' Office.
Steve urged the Senator to
begin movement on an increase
in the educational monthly allotment. The Kean Vets Coordinator cited the recent high inflation
rate which has been hurting New
Jersey vets arrd the new tuition
hikes that will soon come into
effect. Senator Cranston was
receptive and reported that he
expected an increase proposal to
go though Congress next year.

DR. DOUGLAS
J. PRAVDA

announces the opening
of his office
for the practice of

DERMATOLOGY,
DERMATOLOGIC SURGERY
and
HAIR TRANSPLANTATION

622 Boulevard
Kenilworth, N.J. 07033

For appointment call
(201) 241-3181
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The Homesteader

Council Meeting
(Continued from page 1)
coun ci l might benef it trom it.
Coun cil met Lawson 's presen tation with laughter , on e
member of the executive board
passed notes around council
making light of the presentation . Danny
Lemburg
impatiently stated , " If I wanted to
know about Time Management,
I would have paid good money
to have it taught to me."
Student Organization did in
tact pay for it by sending Lawson
to the A .C.I.U. Conference held
earlier this year at William Paterson State College.

Lillian Marrero stat ed that , " I
tirst thought it wa s a jok e
because council treated it as
such, but Aaron brought out a
lew good points that everyon e
could have benefitted from "
Further adding, " I think Aaron
should be commended. "

Student Council
Meeting
Friday, Dec. 1
in Downs Hall
Meeting Room A

Campus Housing Consumer ( }ommentar_y
Well gang, it's certainly good
to be back. The Indy telt it necessary to give all of its award winning writers a much deserved
rest, including yours truly.
I sincerely hope everyone enjoyed their Thanksgiving, I know
I did. But alas, we are back .
Enough with the social
amenities, it's time to get down
lt tp business.
.,
Before I start ranting and raving I would like to address acertain phenomenon that has
recently occured, or I should say
has not occured. The problem is

College Night At Union High
by Pauline Sedares
Parents, teachers and students,
mostly high school juniors and
seniors, showed deep interest
for the academic programs
offered at Kean College on
" College Night ", Monday evening Nov. 21 at 7:30 p.m., at Union
High in Union, N.J.
Over one hundred colleges
and universities from all parts of
the country sent representatives
to inform the future graduating
classes of the courses and opportunities offered at the various
schools of higher learning.

Dr. Ted Stier, professor and
advisor at Kean, was the
representative from the campus.
He graciously welcomed , informed and invited the parents
and students to check into the
curriculum offered, and he told
them that tours and advisement
would be made available for any
interested parties.
The attentive students read
materials offered while parents
asked many questions in
reference to their children , and
for advice on the opportunities
for adults with desires to return

Five College Mixer

and

or start in college.
The presentation was geared
to inform and interest students in
continuing
their
education
toward the skills they may seek in
the future and for the
betterment of themselves
economically and socially.
Mrs. Joan Dwyer, a Union
High guidance counselor, was
one of the resource people who
assisted the representatives by
making information available to
the participants so that they
would know how to go about
gathering data to aid them in
their introduction to the various
institutions.
Severjll seniors accepted the
registration packages offered by
Kean, and thanked Dr. Stier for
the opportunity to get some insight on the college and career
planning programs.

Beer Blast

EARN 86- 810/ HR
LEARN

BARTENDINQ
~BY, DOINO

featuring

11

•

IN 1 OR 2 WEEKS
Day and Evening Classes
FREE PLACEMENT
ASSISTANCE SERVICE

H.OLME''

(Available Locally
or in 22 cities nationwide)

AMERICAN
BARTENDERS
SCHOOL

Hosted by St. Elizabeth College
for women
on their campus
entrances on Park Ave. &
Route 24 in Madison
Seton Hall• FDU (Madison)
Morris County College
William Paterson • Kean College

23 Locations Nationwide
NEW YORK CITY
415 Lexington Ave. , Ste. 202

212-697-0530
MONTCLAIR
70 Park St.

201-783-7100
PISCATAWAY

Sophomore Class
Meeting
in the Browsing Rm
1 :40 p.m. - Dec. 5

1032 Stelton Rd .

Sunday, December 3
6 p.m.-10 p.m.

201-981·1600

4 Draught Beers For A Dollar

-

this : I hardly ever get any more
letters I What happened? Did the
novelty of my column wear off?
The Editors of the Independent
even gave me my own mailbox to
accommodate all those letters,
but now I only get one letter a
week. What the hell is going on?
Is it my breath?
Seriously folks, I have stated
time and time again how a
column of this nature needs inputs and feedbacks from the
people it is supposed to serve. I
need your help! You really do
not realize how many times I
have used the suggestions I have
received through your letters.
Please help the Homesteader
help you. Besides, I would hate
to see the Editor in Chief take
away my mailbox. Help me keep
my mailbox, keep those cards
and letters coming in! (Boy do I
hate to grovel, but it 's the only
way to win the Pulitzer Prize).
In this week 's article I felt it
necessary to comment on Mr.
Joe Cherepof) 's New Rules/ Policies memorandum in Burch Hall.
First of all, I realize that Burch
Hall has the heaviest vandalism
problem of all four Residence
Halls, and something has to be
done about it.
I agree with , some of Mr.
Cherepon 's rules and regulations, but some of them leave a
lot to be desired.
I can see locking up the garbage rooms at 10 p.m. Let's face it
- if you haven't taken your garbage out by then, you probably
won't. Too many fires seem to
start in the garbage chutes.
However I cannot see locking up
the laundry room at 10 p.m.
There are a lot of residents who
work nights, who also attend
dasses in the day time. When the
hell are they going to hllYe the
opportunity to wash their dirty
socksl I don't know how many
times I have used the washer and
pryer well aher 10 p.m. It is the
only time I don't have to worry
about whether the laundry room
is free or not.
I also realize that the side
doors are emergency exits, but
residents have been using the
exits for years . Old habits are
hard to break. Besides, how are
you going to enforce this rule?
What are you going to do, hire an
'"Emergency Door Monitor? " I
hate to tell you but this rule is going to be hard to implement.
What is the use in having rules
and regulations that cannot pos-

THINK SUMMER -

I•

sibly be enforcedl
While we are on the subject of
rules that can' t be enforced we
might as well discuss the noise
regulation . Thi s regulation basically goes for all four buildings,
but will someone tell me for
God 's sake, what is a reasonable
levell What are you going to do
Mr. Cherepon, have your R.A .'s
carry around little machines tbat
record decibel levels?
Don ' t get me wrong, I have
nothing against rules, without
them the world would be full of
chaos. I do feel however, that
rules that can 't possibly be enforced are poor rules .
What bothers me about these
rules is why they were implemented. I don ' t believe that the
vandalism problem is the only
reason for these rules being implemented in Burch Hall.
One of my various sources has
informed me that the Housing
Staff knows who is responsible
for a majority of the vandalisms
that have occured in Burch Hall.
The source also believes that
these regulations are being used
against residents so they will be
more willing to sign statements
against this crazy vandal. If this is
indeed the case I don ' t like the
idea of the Housing Office using
rules and regulations to hold
residents in their own homes as
hostages, until they get enough
signed statements to hang this
destructive jackass.
As for you Mr. "Shaun " Vandal, I 'll be watching the third
floor of Burch Hall much more
carefully. Let me see you wrecking the building and I'll be more
than happy to serve your ass up

..............,

on a platinum tray t.o t.he pl'ope,-

authorities.

The Homesteilder
.
. , lfte way, where the hel
were the R.A.'s on duty when •U
this extensive dam•ge was being
doneJ Someone is not doing
their damn job!
P.S. Don't forget, help me
keep my mailbox. Write in C/0
The Homesteo1der in the Indy office.

Residents
Dinner
(Continued from page 1)
wishing everyone a Happy
Thanksgiving.
The dinner ended shortly after
the Dean 's talk as a majority of
students left upon completion of
their meal. Few stayed longer
and according to Eaker this was
due to the lack of entertainment. She explained , " Because
of the short notice, we had no
time to get anyone to perform."
The dinner started at 6:00 P.M .
and was completely finished by
8 :00 P.M.

NOW

Come Party With

The Summer Session Office is planning for the 1979 session now. We
welcome student input in order that we may serve their needs. If you have
a special request, please complete and return the bottom portion to the
Summer Session Office.

"HOLME"

··i~~~id iik~·t·~ ~~~ ~h~·f;li~~-i~~-~~~~~~(-s) ~ff~;~d ~~ ~his. ;i~~; 8;30~1-0:·o·s
a.m., 10:15-11 :SO a.m., 12:00-1 :35, 5:45-7:50 p.m., 8:00-10:05 p.m.

for info or directions, call
539-1600

(course)

(time )

(course)

(time)
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EDITORIAL

Dav-is Counts Em ir
1

~T

Be it known that the Independent will not let itself become a
tool to def~me any PE:rso ~ _a.n ~ fur! her: any lettfr: written with i
intent to defame using fal se information or commenting on a
persons private life will not be printed.

***
The spectacular and tragic events at Jonestown, the ambush
murders and mass suicide, have been widely covered in the
press. Often, in an attempt to explain cult phenomenon, historical incidents and current parallels of cult behavior are cited.
Unfortunately, they tell nothing of the essence of cult existence.
The news stories covering cults · that mention historical
precedents, from the Childrens Crusades to devil worshipping,
miss the point. The point being: although cults and mass movements are not peculiar to any specific time period, they are
peculiar to a certain set of social circumstances.
What has been ignored is that cults draw their following from
societies having a large unorganized, atomized population that
have nothing they could call a 'place' in the society. Simply put,
1
the proliferation of cults is ~'i ndicative of a need for social
reformation.
That this is so becomes so absurdly obvious that it hurts: a
society that has no place for a large-number of its members must
either make room or expel those unplaced. Luckily, the
residents of Joi:,estow17 saved this society the trouble, this is horrible.
·

whom there are no regular, institutionalized means to voice
their grievances or press their claims. Cult proliferation will ·

continue until channels are opened. Situations, though, not
necessarily as dramatic, like the Jonestown incident will continue as long as .p eople are subject to an exposed, voiceless and
defenseless position.
Priorities must be adjusted .

***
A seven page document totally changing the Faculty Retention and Tenure Committee, indeed even t~e entire retention
and tenure process, notification to grievance or lack of
grievance, has been circulated from the President' s office. The
document is said to be only a proposal and thus, open to
modification. We hope that this is th_e case. In fact, the entire
document should be s.ubject .to additions and deletions. The
proposal nature of the document should be stressed in its
revision, and should have been stressed when it was circulated.

,,,

}

Dear Editor in Chief and Managing Ed itor :
Love em ' or lead em ' ? Lead who? Who do you have left? Under
your so-called leadership you have had six editors resign , and felt it
necessary to impeach a seventh (for having a professional sense of
pridei cYou have•lost ,a-n innumerable-amount of staff members. To
keep everytning nice-and neat, amongst other things, this is also my
letter of resignation . Also, to keep my name, ideas and reputation
from being linked any longer with the lndependentl I declare a
copyright on all my articles which appeared when the Independent
was a decent college publication for the students. How can you call
yourself a newspaper? You do not report the news. I can name fifteen
news stories within the last two weeks that were not reported including the lynching of an editor on your staff. It would not ha ve
taken much effort on your part to cover it; considering the sequence
of events you could even have written it before it took place.
I would like to advise all those that enjoyed my political commen tary in the past that they will now be able to read it in the Night Owl.
Why the Night Owl? Because there I can work with mature, responsibile adults and know that my material will be printed uncensored and in every issue. Keep up the good work ! The Night Owl staff
has now doubled, perhaps in the near future it will consider running
the "Indy" as a supplement.
Paul Davis
Ed. note: P.iul Davis wu never ii member of the Indy's staff H .i limple check of
the st.iff box will ,eve.ii. Also, not ii single editor (un you countJ) h• relisned
for the re.isons Davis st.ites. Further, u to the 'innumer.ible .imount of st.iff
members' lost, un you count over twol finailly, if there .ire 'fifteen' .uncovered news stories, pleue tell us whait they ue. The Independent Is ilfw.iy1
open for sugestions.

Police Prosecuted',:,;,
Dear Editor - Ann Dersh :
I THINK YOU SHOULD GET ALL THEFACTSSTRAIGHTI In the past
few instances, the complaints registered against the C.P. were justifiable.
With reference to availability in emergencies the C.P. are
immediately present, but in our situations their presence created
,chaos.
If there are fires in the dorms then the Fire Department should be
caUed and if they were. greet,. but I doubt the fires ·w.ere so uncontrollable that Campus Police's assistance was needed.
Why do you think we have fire Departments? They are equipped
to handle these .things so that they won't inhale smoke. I think Campus Police are getting their jobs mixed up. Since when are they
firefighters? Remember: " Those who play with fire get burned. "

, independenl
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The opinions expressed in the signed columns and interviews of
this newspaper do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the editors.
Nor is anything printed in this pa~er, unless directly noted as such, to
be taken as official policy or opinion of the college or of Student
Organization.
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One thing I do agree with you on is that tne Police do work hard.
(i.e. giving out tickets, towing cars, bothering Hot Line Volunteers,
etc.)
,,
''
How many of students, ,faculty and staff would like to thank them
for all the $10.00 tickets, $25.00 tows, and God knows how many bottles of aspirins? Not mel
, P.i~a~e. 9,~t£; ~.on:,l,;i,t he c~se,of ~- Pr-,g etting.to the dorms so quick!¥,
I certainly would hope so smce the dorms are ~ight behind the C.P.''s
building.
Another thing Ann remember next time get all the facts straight.
Campus Police are here to serve the college community but in the
past weeks they have been serving rotten apples.
Name withheld by request.

Bellero Blasts Indy
Dear Editor,
I am responding to your Comix section in the Nov. 16 issue of the
Independent in which the " Creature of WKCU" appeared.
I'm Ken Bellero and I am not dead. I am very much alive and living
in a luxury apartment in Linden, furthermore; I do not do the ' Dead
Man ' slot at WKCU. My show is on Monday morning at 10:30 AM.
Also, the strip states that this all came about on a cold December
night in 1978 a_n d it's not even cold out, let alone Dec. '78.
Once again this is an example of shoddy coverage by the
Independent staff. They thrive on yellow journalism. Again, they
have printed something without evidence of the incident actually occurring; the facts are all wrong and they couldn't even spell my name
correctly I Therefore, I feel that next time the Indy should get the facts
straight. I refuse to be subjected to this kind of misinformation I I
Ken Bellero, Station Manager WKCU
(Ed. note: Maybe -
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Due to lack of
support and intere_st
by the
Student Body
tfie,e•IJw•itll,nbe'"'rlO
1979 Yearbook.
Final Staff Meeting
December 5 • 1:40 p.m.
•
1n Memorabilia Office
111

,,

cc-120·
. Kean College's
...1' ,,
S.C.S.C. ano P.R.O.U.D.
presents

kno~,so_,nething Iha\ you don't, ICen)

Graduatio-n Feb. 18?
Dear Editor,
In a fortow-up of my letter to the Editor of 2 weeks ago about a February graduation exercise for all December and February graduates:
To date we have gotten a good response. People have been coming
;nto Townsend Hall to see the Dean ol Students.

. ,., Dean lppolitto has been very cooperative with a commencement
committee that l have fonnea: He 'said he woutd' b~ sending out a
questionaire to al\ mid-year graduates (there's 400of us and not just a
handful), if the response to my letter to the Editor was good.
Please call the college at 527-2190 and ask for the Dean of Students.
This must be done soon, since February will soon be here and there is
much leh to be done if we are going to have a commencement th~n.
-if you would like to serve on the commencement committee leave
your name and number with the Dean's secretary.
Stand up and be counted 11 We have been-.going to this school as
long as anyone, when we walk-ed on mud instead of sod, when there
were classes in the old dorms. Do you remember?
So why sit back now and settle for a graduation exercise 6 months
later. We've had enough of being (reated ·as second· class students:,
Act todaylll
.
.
Thank You,
,
Anthony A. Falzarano and the
Feb. 18, 1979 Commencement Committee

November-30, 1978 in the Student Center

The 3·r d Annual
·P-u erto· .Rican Discovery.Day
·G elebr-ati.on · •, · , ··. ,,
,

1 ; ·,

}' }

.

In Little Theater
12:00-3:00 p.m.
Speaker & Poetry

Grill Room

.

9:00 p.r~t-l:00, a.r11., .

,

Latin Band ,conjuned Mangue)
Disco: J"' .J. Car1os

·M ovie: "La Plena"

Proud Dance Trou~
P.R. Typical Food

. /~ Refreshments.. - ·
No Admission - No Cost ,··

New Jersey Association of Mack Educators

will sponsor a

Parking _: _Pay Pay Pay
As a student who has been awarded several parking violations for
parking in those Emergency Zones, you probably feel you have lost
many of your hard earned dollars. But hey, don't worry about what
you lost, consider your indirect gain.
Well, over the years those dollars and their interest have compounded, and all those mornings when you were late and could not
find a spot to park were an "Emergency" to you, but not the Kean
College Swat Team, who live day by day to prove the pen is mightier
than the gun. Over and over again we have seen those loyal, brave
men in blue perform duties far above and beyond routing service.
Certainly the training for these police officers has been extensive,
that's why they always include a pen and ticket pad as a part of their
daily equipment. Totally dedicated to service they have no time to
consider: "So you spent.$10 on a sticker, even though there are no
available resources for parking, you have violated the rules by trying
to make it to your 10:50 class on time."
Well it's time for you to see where your money has gone. It is my
belief that the ticket revenue from Kean violations, (Union Municipal
Tickets) have funded a new police office in Union. It is beautiful. If
you ever get arrested on campus you will be able to take advantage of
this modem facility. Don't feel the emptiness of your wallet but try to
see what those dollars have done.
The new Union Police Headquarters, Paid for by the Violating
Parkers of Kean.
Tom Durkin
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Black Student

Leadership Conference
on Friday, December 8th at

Jersey City State College
starting at 8:30 p.m.
Workshops will include:
A. Leadership Skills
8. High School Competency Test
C. Black Students in Student Govern'!lent
Communications~
~
E-. Mutual Responsibilities of Bl~ck Student/Facufiy . ~.._

o:

•

•

,.

•

r

">J;

....

There wilt also ·be a luncheon and buffet dinner_. For entertainment there ~iH be
cultural entertainment, cocktail sip, and disco.
Sign up in the Student Activities Office, CC-143. -This conference is limited to 30
students.

All Letters to the Editor must be typed and submitted to the Editor by
3:00 P.M. the Friday prior to publication. All letters must be tigned,
although names will be withheld from publication upon request.

Price: FREE (includes transportation)

Sponsored by (he Third World Movement
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Zaz Zounds Zo Zazzy

Disco Top Ten

!2 '
-

by Nancy Frank
Even though I am a loyal
Yankee fan and it was a world
series night - I couldn 't resist
going to see Grover, Margaret,
and Za Zu Zaz at Creation .
Well , I was not the only one
there - the place was packed
full much to my surprise! Now
you know that this act must be
pretty damned good if they can
get a few hundred bas_eball
freaks away from their TV sets on
world series night.
Now I know you ' re all saying,
" But Nancy, we thought you
were a rock n ' roll addict I and Za
Zu Zaz is jazz, jazz, jazz." True, I
love rock n' roll music, but I can' t
resist uniqueness combined with
talent no matter what kind of
music is being played ... and this
band is it ... as different as you can
can get with so much talent it's
incredible I I' m not kidding folks
... these guys (and Margaret I) are
terrific! Those o f you who saw
them last year here at Kean know
what I' m talking about.
I had a great interview with the
band before their show and
found that they have far from
disappeared off the face of the
earth since last year. Actually
they've been playing all over the
U.S. and having a great time of it
all. They recently took part in the
Newport Jazz Festival in Saratoga
Springs performing with such
jazz greats as Stan Kenton, Count
Basie, and Buddy Rich. This was
definitely one of the high points
in their careers so far as they
received a standing ovation from
the over 5000 members of the
audience.

Grover, Margaret, and Za Zu
Zaz have also recently played the
famed Roxy in Los Angeles and
the Parad ise Theater in Boston.
Now the group is proud to say
that they have played in just
about every major club in the
country, which if you know this
business at all , is really something to shout about I
What 's really amazing though,
is that Grover, Margaret, and Za
Zu Zaz have a tremendous
following all over the country
and they don ' t even have an
album out yeti I feel that this
alone is a sure sign that Za Zu Zaz
is found to be one of the
greatest. Just think, when they
do release an album everybody
will buy it and turn their friends
on to it and pretty soon the
whole world will be going to see
Za Zu Zaz and .. . oh my God ...
they'll probabl y even start a new
religion I
Grover, Margaret, and Za Zu
Zaz were just magnificent at
Creation. Their show is not only
one of the craziest I've ever seen
but it is certainly one of the most
well put together and entertaining acts there is.
Their act included so me of
their best material such as " Jazz
Is," " The Jersey Bounce," and of
course, "Give Me That Wine."
Then there was their tribute to
Sid Vicious and punk rock ... " I
Just Killed My Girlfriend Today,"
proving once more that Grover,
Margaret, and Za Zu Zaz are
totally insane!
My night at Creation was a
great success. The Yankees won,

and Grover, Margaret , and Za Zu
Zaz were at their best. I even
learned of a new language that
night during our interview ... the
Zazuzazian language ... not to be
confused with "the Zazuzazian
mode " (a linear scale in mus·c
discovered by the Za Zu Z-az
rhythm section. All Za Zu Zaz
music is composed and performed o f course in the
zazuzazian mode) . Yes, this band
even has their own language! I
think it 's really a secret language
because they would only teach
me one word- "G'e." " G' e" is a
shortened version o f " Give Me"
- to be used in such phrases as
" G'e a beer! ," " G'e a cigarette I,"
or " G 'e jazzuzazologyl " So,
that's what the title of this article
means ... " give me the study of
zazuzazian jazz! " Now, aren ' t
you glad that you ' ve learned a
new word? Intense, isn 't it?
So, if you really love music, any
kind of music; and you love to go
to a club and be absolutely crazy,
and if you really get off on talking
f unny and making people think
you ' re weird -go to see Grover,
Margaret and Za Zl,l Zaz as soon
as you can and be sure to yell
" G 'e some of that great Zazuzazian Jazz! " You ' ll be really glad
you did!
You can see Za Zu Zaz this
month at The Place in Dover,
Brookdale College, Union
College, a·nd Livingston College
to name a few. But, no matter
where you go - go and see this
incredible band. You 'r guaranteeH to have a blast!

Edmunds Piles Trax On Wax
Dave Edmunds is no stranger
to the music business or to the
English public. Only after teaming up with Nick Lowe to play
guitar on and co-author Lowe 's
album " Pure Pop for Now
People" has Dave received any
widespread recognition in this
country. Now it's Dave 's turn for
an album " Tracks on Wax 4. "
Rockpile on record consists of
Dave Edmunds on guitar, piano
and vocals, Billy Bremmer on
guitar, Terry William on drums,
Gerry Hogen on pedal steel
guitar, Pete Kelly at the piano,
and the irrepressible Nick Lowe
on bass.
Side one starts off with a real
rock & roll gem entitled
" Trouble Boys." It has everything you could ask for : hand clapping, clever lyrics, a quick guitar
solo and a musical hook that will
have you singing the song for a
week .

The next cut " Never Been In
Love " is more of the same good
fun. " Not a Woman , Not a
Child," strikes the same thematic
vein that has continued to
appear on rock & roll records
since Chuck Berry recorded .
" Sweet Little Sixteen."
" Television" is Lowe's tribute
to the millions of T.V. addicts.
"What Looks Best on You ," is a
slower country ballad which
makes for a nice segue with
" Readers Wives" a fine raucous
tune.
Side two begins with
"Deborah " an Edmunds Lowe
love song to Deborah Harry of
Blondie. It's a wonderful rocker.
"Th read Your Needle" gives
Gerry Hogan on pedal steel a
chance to show his talents. It also
confirms my suspicion that Dave
Edmunds is one of the best
guitarists in the business.
" A .l. On The Jukebox" allows

him to play and sing about that
business, and again he does a
fine job.
" It's My Own Business " is an
excellent interpretation of the
Chuck Berry composition. Dave
really cuts it loose with an exciting guitar solo.

" Heart of The City," another
Lowe song, rocks and rolls the
album to a stomping raucous
conclusion.
Mr. Edmunds and company
gives back to ROCK its ROLL!
Thanks.
George Schifini

i

1. Le Freak (Chic)
J•
2. In the Bush (Musique) (Tie) Beyond the Clouds (Quartz)
3. One Nation Under A Groove (F unkadeli c) (tie) Standing in the
Rain
4. It Seems to Hang On (As hford & Simpson)
5. Shake Your Groove Thing (Peaches & Herb)
6. Dance to the Drummer's Beat (Herman Kelly & Life)
7. Only You (Teddy Pendergrass)
8. Blame the Boogie (Jacksons)
9. Shoot iyte (Tasha Thomas)
10. Never Let Go (East Bound Expressway)
These are Perso nal views on the Top 10 in Disco by The WKCU
Disco D.J. James Murray Ill.
James Murray show is on Wednesday from 12:00 to 3:00.

Nick And Val Have More
_ by James Murray Ill
Nick and Valerie met in 1964,
at a church in Harlem . Valerie,
who hails from the Bronx, was a
singer in the church choir. Nick
had just arrived in the city from
Willow Run, Mich. (outside Detroit) . Valerie was interested in
Nick when she first sa w him .
They went on a date to a church
picnic. But Valerie didn ' t think
Nick would be interested in her,
because he was so much older she was 17, and he .was 21.
The two may not have clicked
romantically, but musically, it
was love at first sight. They began
writing gospel songs toget her.
Then after one performance
with their choir , a man approached them and asked did
they ever write pop songs. At first
they thought they wouldn 't try
cause they were real religious.
Then they found out how much
money you could make, and
they said, well .. .why notl

with Val , and he suddenly
realized
who
he
was
holding ... and I guess she
realized it, too. The rest? It was
just like in the books." They were
married in 1974 and have a
daughter, Valerie. Ashford and
Simpson live in an elegant town
house on Manhattan 's fashionable Upper West Side. For 15
years, Ashford and Sim pson have
been writing gos pel - based R & B
hits like " Ain ' t no Mountain
High Enough." And " Ain ' t Nothing Like the Real Thing" for artists ranging from Diana Ross to
the New Riders . Four years ago,
they decided to stop into the
spotlight
themselves , and
they've proved equally successful in the performing arena.
Their latest album, Is It Still Good
to Ya (Warner Bros) including
that hit single " It Seems to Hang
On " shows that it's not difficult,
being " business partners and
lovers loo. "

There's nothing really sinful
about love songs . Ashford and

"Is It Still Good To Ya" is an
Simpson worked their way up to
Album of sophisticated soul
a position as staff writers at
music with a hint of a disco beat.
Motown . "It was real competiThe sensitive interplay of Nick's
tive ... They'd tell us, Diana Ross satiny baritone and Valerie's
needs a new song, and we would creamy soprano recalls the
be up against five great writers to Motown duets of ,.M arvin Gaye
get that job," Nick remembers.
and the late Tammi Tyrell
While writing for Motown, the (Asbford and Simpson wrote
professional partners realized much of that duo's material).
that their friendship was more Much more can be said about
than strictly business.
Ashford and Simpson but there's
" One night Nick was dancing · more to come!

Chap~n Sends Dems Capitol
by Eric Schmeidler
October 21st saw the first
benefit for Bill Bradley concert at
the Capitol Theatre featuring
MC Chevy Chase, Harry Chapin ,
The Roche Sisters, and a very
special appearance by Dustin
Hoffman (oooh-a-a-a-hl).
Chevy Chase walked on and
gave a little schtick, most of
which I forgot, in fact, all of
which I forgot. I do remember
camera lights focused on him
and everybody yelling , " Turn off
the light! " Then he introduced
The Roche Sisters. They introduced themselves by name in a
song which soon became forgettable. Their music was very
hard to get into at first; they harmonized well and their lyrics
were good, but the style sort of
fell on many deaf ears. Maybe we
just weren ' t ready for it yet.
A half hour later, Chevy Chase
came back, this time wearing a
Bill Bradley uniform (N.Y. Knicks
#24) and shooting baskets, most
of which he missed. Then he introduced Dustin Hoffman, much
to the delight of several hundred
squealing girls. As he was talking,
some girls in the back started
squealing, " You 're sexy. " To
which he responded with a
chuckle and a polite " thank
you ." He left us with a four
minute poem on how to handle
your Ille, which c.overed everything from eating the right foods
to killing an octopus by beating

its head against a rock, which can
get pretty messy.
After a brief intermission of
watching Betty Boop and Daffy
Duck cartoons, the big moment
finally came and· Harry Chapin
walked on stage.
What made his set so special
was he didn ' t have his band , consisting of Big John and Co.
Instead, he performed solo . At
first, I was worried as to what
songs he would leave out , but he
put my fears to rest, mentioning
he would do " Taxi ," " 30,oOO
Pounds of Bananas," and "Cats.
in the Cradle. "
Chase backed up Harry on
" Flowers Are Red " and then left
him to carry through the rest of
the set. Harry then shouted out,
" How are you people in the
cheap seats?" to which a loug
roar came from the back of the
theatre. He introduced a few
new songs, one of which was
called " Odd Job Man ." The last
line of the song had everybody
reeling with laughter. Harry then
had everybody singing "Cats in
the Cradle. " He stopped after
the first few lines when he
noticed we weren 't singing loud
enough. He then took the time
to teach us the chorus and
picked up where he left off, this
time, everybody joining in .
After a few more songs, one of
which he asked some people in
the audience to come up on
stage and sing " Mr. Tanner" with

him, it was time for the ~ew
Jersey Memorial Shitkicking
Choir to try out their lung power
on " Bananas. " If you remember
his live album , he had three endings tor the song . This time he
had tour , the fourth sounding
like the "Chiquita banana " commercial. He then sped up the
song going taster and faster,
making us sing louder and
louder, and before we knew it he
dove straight into "Taxi " while
we were catching our breath

trom the last song.
He came on tor an encore and
did
his traditional
closing
number " Circle." Chevy Chase
then came on and fell a few times
after being prompted to do so by
a few catcallers in the crowd.
I have been to many shows in
the past three years , but I have
never enjoyed any show more
than Harry's. A Harry Chapin
concert is very hard to pass up
and I just couldn 't think of a
better place to be.

TV Trivialities
by Allan Margolin
1. What is the name of the
submarine on " Voyage to the
Bottom of the Sea? "
2. Who is the Clampett's
banker on "The Beverly
Hillbillys? "
3. What is the name of the
adopted son on " My Three
Sons? "
4. Name the two agents on
" The Man from U.N.C.L.E."
5. What is the name of the
character played by Ray Walston
on " My Favorite Martian? "
6. Who plays Robert Wagner's
father on ''. It Takes a Thief? "
7. What
is
Patrick
McGoohan's number on " The
Prisoner?"
8. On "Gomer Pyle" what is
the name of Comer's Sgt.?
9. On " Bridget Loves Bernie"

what do Bernie's parents do for a
living?
10. What is the name of the
Vampire on "Dark Shadows? ':
11. What is Andy Griffith's name
on "T he Andy Griffith Show? "
12. What is the name of the
spaceship on "Lost in Space?"
13. What is the name of the Partridge Family's agent?
14. What is Dick Van Dyke's
name on " The Dick Van Dyke
Show? "

15. What is the name of the
character Roger Moore played
on " The Saint? "
·Ja1d
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Thanksgiving - a day to give
thanks - a day to spend with
family and friends. When you are
part of a school , Thanksgiving
always arrives " just in time," just
at the right time. It's a perfect
break in the routine of things
and a preview for December and
the glorious holiday season to
come.

***
CORRECTION :
WOMAN
SPACE printed an ode by a staff
member which was incorrectly
duplicated:
" Would 'st to myself a good
friend be
To others my compliments go
free
Yet, when alone I am so hard
on me
It's time to change all that and
see
A come a-live new image
call self identity"
Jeanne Major
WOMAN SPACE apologizes to
Ms. Major who was so gracious
to share with us.

***
On Wednesday, November
15th, at noon the audience at
WOMAN TALI< had an exciting
experience with Angela Soucy
and Sidney Austin, Tai Chi
Chuan instructors. We spent
lunchtime fascinated by the
grace and power of this martial
art. Angela has a Self Defense
School II, in Elizabeth which is an
outgrowth of Self Defense
School 1, founded by Sidney Austin. There was a discussion about
the formation of a Tai Chi club
here on campus. Please inform
the Campus Center for Women
if you would like to participate.
The two instructors have offered
to return to present another
program for us.

ments. There will be a seminar
on Tuesday, November 28th
from 1 :30 to 3 p.m. at Greystone.
The purpose of the seminar is to
present and explain the purpose
of the shelter and is sponsored
by the volunteer services department.

***
The Millburn Playhouse is doing something for the first time.
The first original musical production is being presented in
Millburn before the production
goes to Broadway - a preview in
New Jersey, in Millburn. And the
two songwriters from Newark,
Larry Brown and Irwin Levine are
enthused and ecstatic over their
production of " Jolson. " They
wanted to write the musical for
years and when they found
Jolson in Clive Baldwin that was
the sign that it was time. Support
this once in a lifetime venture the Playhouse is really ours.

***
In the same town, Millburn, at
the New Library on Glen Avenue
on December 5th at 8 p.m. The
featured celloist, David Finckel
was a solo performer with the
Philadelphia Orchestra and has
performed with
the Basie
Symphony Orchestra. These
concerts are only $2.50, for
senior citizens and students even
less, $1.50. Treat yourself . to a
pleasant evening.

***

By the time you read this the

The Ministry to Divorced
Catholics would be pleased to
welcome you to their Holiday
Christmas Program on Saturday,
December 16th. The Regency
House on Rte. 23 in Pompton
Plains is the place and a delightful evening is planned with a
liturgy at 8 p.m. and dinner will
follow at 6:45 p.m. If you would
like further information call Rev.
Edgar Holden at (201) 463-8500.

Jersey Battered Women's Service
will have opened a shelter on the
grounds of Greystone Park State
Psychiatric Hospital. The director, Fran Potts is asking that
Women who need refuge call
the shelter to make arrange-

WOMAN TALK December
Programs: December 6, International Day, Kean students
from foreign countries; December 13, Brass Rubbings-a
workshop, Brigitte Wachs;

*• •

•••

Marionettes In Motion:
Arnotr's Greek Theatre
by Pauline Sedares
A presentation of Aeschylus'
Oresteria Trilogy, part 2, entitled
"Libation Bearers and
EumeniL .," was acted out by
Professor Peter Arnott's Marionette Theatre on Nov. 15 at 12:15
p.m. in )100.
The unique concept of the
professor of Tufts University, is
his method of presenting classical Greek theater.
He verbally dramatized the
speaking parts for each player,
while skillfully controlling the
marionettes, and inducing the
illusion of realism by the movements of action and expression
needed to portray the seriousness of the Green presentation.
Being able to observe his facial
expressions, he appeared to be
absorbed ir. his presentation

with a fervent desire to introduce his knowledge and familiarity of this type program .
Tiny spotlights adorned a small
stage set up to accommodate the
marionettes. The proper distribution of the lights helped set
the scenes for the theme of
theatre tragedy. The costumes
were tiny replicates of the dress
mode worn in the era of the early
Greek productions.
Some knowledge of mythological concepts were needed to
follow the format of this type of
program in order to appreciate
not only the versatility of the
professor' s skill to control the
marionettes, but to understand
the depth of tragedy and sometimes comedy in the Greek
Theatre.

JEAN SALE
Vests

&
Jumpers

• Viceroy
• Landlubber
• Shadows
• Coat Dresses
in College Center
Wednesday, Dec. 6
All Day

December 20 , WOMAN ' s
CHOIR, Kean College, Brass
Ensemble, Kean College.

•**
Personal : One of the young
WOMEN students who visits the
Campus Center for WOMEN
brought me a book to share.
Written by the author of
Jonathan Livingston Seagull,
Richard Bach, Illusions is a beautiful , sensitive account of a
journey for all those who
" know" they could do great
things . It speaks of inspiration, of
that recognition from someone
who loves what he sees in you , of
the unrealized potential. It includes quotes about things we all
know are true - one example" Argue for your limitations, and
sure enough, they' re yours. " It's
a book I can heartily recommend for you or for a gift to
someone else you love.

by Father Rich Garcia
The holiday season is upon us.
am sure that you all will be
receiving many invitations to
many different parties, social
events etc. The members of the
Catholic Campus Ministry would
like to extend to you an invitation. On December 10th, 1978
(it's a Sunday) we will be sponsoring a Retreat Day. It will be
run from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. and
will be held in a facility in North
Jersey.
A Retreat Day is designed to
al low each of us to set aside a few
hours of our busy lives to spend
in quiet reflection. It's a minivacation from our ordinary
sounds and stresses. It's a quiet
day spent with others who wish
to share our quiet selves.
What do you do? Well on this
particular day we will spend
some time with new testament
scripture - we will do some
meditative drawing and some
meditative prayer. It will be a

personal prayer experience.
Each person will have a private
room available to them if they
wish to use it for quiet time
alone. We will close the day with
mass.
What is it not? It is not a day
when you have to do anything.
The program presented during
the day will be on an " If you want
to come " basis. If you want to
skip particular activities you are
encouraged to do so . It is your
day to seek what you wish to
seek .
Who is invited? All who wish to
do some " seeking" in a quiet
prayerful atmosphere. Those
who wish to " get away " for a few
hours, no one will ask you why
you came, how you liked it or
where you are going. All
students, staff and faculty are
welcome as our guests. Please
come and join us. Details are
available - call Father Rich Garcia at 355-6660.

The Roots of Jazz
a

Jazz singing developed different style in the late twenties
and the thirties. The style
changed from traditional blues
to a more flexible instrumentalized technique, from the
bluesy Bessie Smith to the subtler
Billie Holliday, Ella Fitzgerald,
Mildred Bailey, and Ivie Anderson. Louis Armstrong, already a
strong instrumental jazz influence, became an equally
popular singer in the Thirties.
Also developed in the late
Thirties was a type of jazz known
as be-bop, re-bop, or bop. The
names came from the impromptu syllabic vocalization of
musicians as they tried to convey
feeling during a jam session or a
recording session. Be-bop contained harmonies, melodies, and
rhythms more complex than the
earlier forms of jazz. The
musicians who developed this
particular school of jazz became
discontented with the so-called
"limitations" set by traditional
jazz. They maintained that jazz
had become a flat art form and
that the almost mechanical playing of jazz did not lend anything
particularly new to music. Swing
musicians such as the guitarist
Charles (" Charlie") ·Christian
and the tenor saxophonist Lester
("Prez" ) Young revolted against
traditional jazz and experimented with be-bop forms.
Many other great musicians
lent their talents to the perfection of be-bop : the alto saxophonist Charlie ("Bird " ) Parker,
the trumpeter John (" Dizzy")
Gillespie, the pianist Thelonius
Monk, and the drummer Max
Roach.
The-se musicians
developed more complex
rhythms and more advanced
harmonic usages. Taward the
end of his life, Charlie Christian
played with be-bop musicians as
well as with the Benny Goodman
swing band. Thelonius Monk
and Charlie Parker developed
harmonic variations which later
became standard jazz practices.
Parker, especially, in such works
as Ornithology, Confirmation,
and Yardbird Suite, changed the
course of variation in jazz when
he used a combination of longshort phrases even more complete than Lester Young's. Parker
made musical sense out of a type
of jazz which at first seemed disconnected.
During the Forties, progressive jazz developed ; it became a

form of arranged music for large
atonalism and polytonalism;
bands and employed elements - these forms dealt with writing in
from such composers as Igor
no fixed key and writing in many
Stravinsky. Progressive jazz was
keys at once. Despite the inknown for its increased volume,
fluence of classical music on jazz,
irregular rhythms and harsh
the cool jazz musicians did not
tones. The band leader Stanley
favor the imposition of classical
Newcomb ("Stan") Kenton took
forms upon jazz; they believed
progressive jazz to extremes,
that the form derived from the
while the band leader and
jazz piece alone.
clarinetist Woodrow Charles
Other musicians in the Fifties
("Woody") Herman played a
re-emphasized the blues spirit in
subtler type of progressive jazz
jazz. Spiritual and gospel flavorwhich was often fused with beings were often included within
bop. Other prominent musinew Jazz arran11ements. Among
cians of this school were the
pianist, singer, and band leader those who came into musical
prominence during the Fifties
Nathaniel ("Nat King") Cole and
the pianist and band leader were the pianist and arranger
David ("Dave") Brubeck, the
George Shearing.
pianist Error Garner, the tenor
Jazz of the late Forties and the saxophonist Stanley ("Stan")
Getz, and the saxr-,honist,
Fifties differed even more from
clarinetist, and arranger James
swing. Experimentations with
longer phrasing brought back ("Jimmy") Guiffre.
the idea of simultaneous improBecause it had its roots in black
visation. Thus small ensemble
music,
early jazz was often
playing returned.
condemned by people with
From 1949 to 1950, the social prejudices. Those who
trumpeter Miles Davis experi- noticed jazz played in bars and
mented with a polyphonic type nightclubs preferred to turn
of music which became a major away from this " sleazy" music.
influence on jazz. His small During the Forties and Fifties,
group played something similar however, jazz became popularto chamber music and employed ized and drew large audiences.
a light musical texture . In con- People began to take seriously
trast to previously hot, feverish, the emotional and technical
emotional jazz, jazz became aspects of jazz. Now in the
cool, calm, and introspective. Seventies, we recognize jazz as a
Now sometimes included in major musical achievement.
ensemble playing were the What especially is important toFrench horn and the tuba; the day is that youngsters have seen
latter instrument became one of jazz as a modern and vital force
harmony instead of rhythm. and not only something for the
Other instruments added to cool older generation. As we listen to
jazz improvisation were the Mom and Dad ' s " corny "
bongo and conga drums, the records, we realize that their
flute, the flugelhorn, the oboe, music has a complexity and
the bassoon, and the recorder, rhythm which transcends any
and all corniness and which,
or vertical flute.
when listened to closely, reMany young arrangers and freshes and stimulates the mind
musicians began to experiment and body no matter how many
with classical music forms such as times it is played .

~ILGRIM MEDICAL GROUP INC.
Aff 1l1ate of Women ·s Medical Center at K1ngsbrook Hospital

A CLINIC FOR FIRST AND MID-TRIMESTER

4 6 1500

Free Pregnancy Test.
"7Examination and Counselling
I '
393 Bloomfield Ave .. Montclair. N.J. 07042

----

In N .J . Call FREE
Bank Ameri card

(800) 772-2174
Ma sler Cnarge

v ,sa

N.J. STATE
LICENSED
ABORTION
FACILITY
HOURS: 9-S
MONDAYS
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Kean College - Winter Wonderland

Photo by Joe Leatherwood, Jr.

With the first snow came the first
snowfall.

Photo by Joe Leat h erwood, Jr.

The first snowfall - a temporary improvement.

Pho to by Joe Leatherwood, Jr.

Come hell or high water, Kean College
is open for business.

Toy Train E~-hibi_
t
'

;
•

Choo

, Photo by Pat Galla_nte

U~ion Model Railroad Club presented their annual exhibition.

,..
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Pledging
the Stud·e nt
Center
I

(J

I I
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Photo by Ralph Abbat e

Delta Sigma Pi & Nu Delta Pi - A marriage made in heaven.

A young freshman discovers the
college life.

,I '

rl

'

I

Photo by Ralph Abbate

On their 50th anniversary - Forever green and gold.
'

.

s

H
0

W·
Sigma Beta Chi presents the Cone Heads.

Photo by Ralph Abbate

Zeta Delta Pi, the most recently established sorority on campus, sinp at the pledge show.

Other organizations also participated.
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N.J. Public Theatre At Kean
Townsend
Lecture
Series
presents on Tuesday, December
5th in the Little Theatre the N .J.
Public Theatre's production of
" Only In My Song. " The New
Jersey Public Theatre at Celebration Playhouse is pleased to
announce their production. of
theatre songs by ·Richard Pea-

slee entitled " Only In My Song."
" Richard Peaslee ... one of our
three most important theatrical
composers, has gone largely
unheard . . ." Tha 's a quote from a
recent review by the Village
Voice describing the revue of his
theatre songs which was recently
done at the Manhattan Theatre

The cast of "Only In My Song" from left to right, David Christopher,
Lisa Callender, Randy Hertzog, Carol Vuocolo

"Pippin" A Smash
by Pauline Sedares

understood by his father, rejected by his mother, and given
the snob treatment by his
brother, all was not lost because
he was loved by the fair maidens
in the empire which somehow
balanced everything off .
Pippin killed his father so he
could takeover the kingdom and
govern it without war and taxes
which failed. Now if I have contused you, check this out. Pip\:.mpire and thereabouts, by belting out in a well-trained and pin's father forgave him for the
strong rhythmatic voice, lyrics to murder, I am quite sure of this
arouse the stillness after the ap- because as Pippin borrowed the
knit~ from his father 's body, Pipplause, and replacing it with
merriment intermingled with pin asked for his forgiveness and
anticipation .
I am sure that I understood CharThe cast behind a fantasy set- lemagne say that it was okay, but
ting, joined him with hands wav- not to repeat the act.
ing and voices skillfully blendDuring the 10 minute intering to swinging music, as the mission, I mingled among the
song "Magic To Do" filled the air cheerful crowd and their expressaturating the theatre with the sions of enjoyed entertainment
sounds and sights of a well- was voiced with statements of
rehearsed musical productions
"they are really doing a magnifiThe continued rhythmatic pace cent performance" to comparigave way for a finger-popping, sons of the musical on Broadhandclapping, and foot-stomp- way to Florida.
i ng
response.
Spasmodic
The cast Who's Who listing
laughter engulfed_. the atmos- gave credits to the players' exphere when comedy lines were periences in many other theatre
used by the players in a natural- productions and was most impressive since it showed that
istic oration .
Pippin , played by Gene Craig these people knew their job and
Jr. on the 18th and William T. did it well.
Pippin was directed by James
Fowler, Jr. on the 17th was about
a character cute and lovable, R. Murphy, scenic design by
who was making a delightful Robert Alan Harper, musical
attempt to find himself. Mis- direction by William Feldman,
and choreography by Rosemary
Iossa.
• R1ro Jersn 5tlecol15:lcal Ce■ter ♦
The cast of players : lead-Barry
Roland Burns and Richard T.
I FREE PREGNANCY TESTING I Davis, Pippin-William T. Fowler,
Jr. and Gene Craig Jr., with Brian
Abort ion Procedures
■• Birth Control Counseling (:) ■ Conger, Gary Reddick, Timothy
Sterilization Procedures
•
Stevens, John Wlliott, Rosemary
• Complete Obslftrical &
-=>
Joanne Giannotto, Yvonne
I Gynecological Care
I Iossa,
Lorenzo, Debra Cherise Loftin ,
Call375-0800 forimmediateappt.
Fran Kovaler, Darrell Stern , and
Localed l bl ock fr om Irvington Center
14
players, made this another
Hours 9 am - 5 pm M o n. - Sa t A m pl e pa rking • •
successful night of entertain40 Union Ave .. Suite 104. lrvir,gtnn . N .J .
ment at Kean's Wilkins Theatre.

A full capacity audience of
Saturday night theatre goers responded with a welcomed and
hearty round of applause as the
light and curtains opened, setting the stage for the production of Pippin at the Wilkins
Theatre on Nov. 18, at 8 p.m .
The Leading Player started the
magic tour to The Holy Roman

·••••••••••••'
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The Future Of

Nuclear Energy
Lecture and Discussion with

John Aristotle Phillips
The Princeton A-Bomb Kid

~~\ Thursday, November 30
10
Alumni Lounge 1 :30 & 7:30 p.m.
0

.

Club . A gifted composer who has
written for both Peter Brooks at
the Royal Shakespeare Company
and the Broadway stage , the New
Jersey Public Theatre at Celebration Playhouse is pleased to
announce that by arrangement
with Mr. Peaslee, we will be able
to bring to you this wonderfully
enchanting collection of theatre
songs from such well known
shows as "Marat/ Sade," " Boccaccio ," Peter Brooks ' " US," and
"The Fable. " Songs that deal with
history, love affairs, family ties;
songs that have touches of
vaudeville soft shoe, tragi-comic
love triangles as in Italian opera ;
songs that deal with the tragedy
that was Vietnam and how
people coped with it; songs that
lead you through an era long
since gone. These can all be
found in this enormously poignant, touching and memorable
revue by a man who says a lot
about life through his music.
Sung , danced and mimed by
four of our talented performers,
including David Christopher,
Carol Vuocolo, Lisa Callender
and Randy Hertzog, and accompanied by an orchestra of five,
under the direction of Gary P.
Cohen , with choreography by
Trish Parfitt, and the use of slides
-and film , "Only In My Song" is a
theatre experience you won' t
want to miss. " Only In My Song"
will be performed on selected
Thursday
evenings
starting
January 12th at 9 p.m. Tickets are
$3 and there is no reserved
seating. For more information
please call (201) 351-5033. We
hope that you will join us for this
most exciting and innovative
evening of theatre. Our address
is 118 South Avenue, Cranford,
N.J .

.,

Omeaa Psi Phi
Fraternity
presents

Uncle Ernie's
Stuffed Animal
Sale
Tues., Dec. 5
10 a.m .-3 p.m .
Student Center

by Russell C. Stokes
About four weeks ago, I was
lucky enough to travel with the
College Center Board, to the
National
Entertainment and
Campus Activities Association
convention held at Grossingers
in upstate New York .
This was my first time attending an N.E.C.A.A . Convention , I
really did not know what to expect . I had some inkling of what
to expect, (I wasn 't that naive) as
far as the way it would be run . I
had been told by past convention goers, that al I of us wou Id be
wined and dined by various
agents trying to push their acts. I
was told that you would attend
workshops by day and party at
night. Above all, the conventioneer would have to watch out
for the agents and promoters . It
was apparent that the agents
would sell any act, regardless of
the calibre of that act. As the
student walked the aisles of the
exhibition hall , the agents
handed out numerous " trinkets" to enable the student to
make the right decision .
Numerous buttons, bags and
free albums were among the
incentives offered . I really didn ' t
object to the freebies, but
enough was enough.
The highlight of the convention were the many showcases
presented. Each night the agents
would showcase their acts. Some
of the performers were good and
otherw were not so good. The
idea was to present the act in
such away that you would jump
to sign them. The various artists
were supposed to be the best
talent in their field of endeavor .
They presented R&B Disco
Country and yes even Jazz.
The jazz musicians that performed were all very good . The
two bands that really q1ught my
eye were The Roy Meriwether
Trio and a quartet from New
York City called So What. The
Roy Meriwether Trio was
probably the better of the two,

but today I will spotlight So
What.
I fi rst heard about So What last
year , when their agent
telephoned the CCB office. I was
somewhat skeptical , so I told him
to send a tape to Dave Brown
who happened to be in charge of
the Monday Night Jazz Series.
Dave didn ' t seem to be that impressed by So What, so I
promptly torgot about them . At
the NECAA convention I ran into
Richard Perl while strolling the
exhibit hall. Perl , of course , is the
agent for So What. He handed
me a set of earphones and asked
me to listen and watch (via
videotape) So What perform.
fhese guys were good, the y were
better than good, they were
great! Their arrangements wer e
sharp while at the same time
remaining fluid . Hey, I wa s impressed , not only were their own
arrangements
something
to
behold , but they did other arrangement s by such artists like
Chick Corea and Return to
forever. The good thing about So
What is that they still managed to
maintain their own style, even
when playing someone else
material. The band is made up of
tour very talented musicians.
They are Robert Aldisert on bass ,
Stephen Skinner on piano , Tom
Yancy on drums and Steven
Bargonetti on guitar. I am convinced that So What has the
talent to become a very
successtui force to be reckoned
with, in the field of jazz. If you
ever get the opportunity to see
So What perform, do it, these are
musicians that you don 't want to
miss.
Exodus Gospel
Choir

presents
Gospel Festival 78
Thurs., Dec. 7
Little Theatre
7:30 p .m.
Admission Free

''Jolson"" Makes For A Great Escape
by Dawn Shepherd
With reviews making " Jolson "
sound like the turkey of the holiday season, I went to the play
prepared for the worst. I was surprised .
Not that the show is a masterpiece, but it shows promise as an
original musical.
This all new musical has been
written by Leslie Eberhard and
David Levy and is based on the
life of " The World 's Greatest
Entertainer." It encompasses the
years 1926 through 1936, tracing
his career from New York to
Hollywood and the first talking
picture " The Jazz Singer " and
then back to his first love, the
Broadway stage.
The play is slow-moving at
times due to the gushing sentimentality of some scenes, particularly when Jolson goes to
Mama and Papa's apartment.
The music, written by Irwin
Levine and L. Russell Brown is
best · when it's upbeat and fastmoving, not slow and trite such
as "Who Needs Love." The exciting dance sequences by Director
Bill Guske make the show as far
as I' m concerned. The dazzling
costumes capture the era with
pizazz.
Clive Baldwin stars as Jolson.
His natural voice is an exact
duplicate of Jolson 's. His acting is
a bit hammy and overbearing at
times , much like Jolson himself.
Jolson is portrayed as such a heel

I can' t understand why even his
mother would like him.
Sherry Rooney is the scene
stealer in " Jolson. " She portrays
Jolson 's girlfriend/ wife/ ex-wife
and does her role very well. She
is a great tap dancer and is a
standout in " Tappin-G-Minor. "

"Jolson " is recommended to
those who would like to seek an
evening of entertainment. I
think it's advisable to warn you
that if you don ' t like the music of
Joson 's era to stay away . Anyway,
my mother liked it. Can it be all
that bad?

Clive Baldwin (Al Jolson) and his great love Sherry Rooney (Sally Baxter) star in the World Premiere of "Jolson" at the Paper Mill Playhouse in Millburn, now through December 17.
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''Stage'' Confirms Bowie 'The Chameleon Of Rock'
by Anthony Cerqueira '
What with the coming (and
going) of the likes of Kiss, the
New Wave, and the trial of Sid
Vicious, no one single grou p or
artist made a bigger impact in the
seventies than David Bowie.
Bowie ap!Jeared on the American scene 'decked out in flaming
orange hair, kabuki-style makeup, and a band called the Spiders
From Mars. Bowie also was a
forerunner in that short movement known as " glitter rock. "
Bowie stirred up an American
public not only by his outlandish appearance , but by the fact

~I
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that he was bisexual. The glitter
people loved Bowie and quite a
few hated the " queer. " Bowie
was the type of artist that
demanded a "with me or against
me" attitude. You could not be
indifferent to Bowie. Feelings
went in either two directions.
Bowie was a fixture in the rock
press and thrown up to ridicule
along with Alice Cooper in the
established press. Along the entrance to the Lincoln Tunnel on
the Jersey side in the years of '73
and '74 there used to be a huge
billboard
advertisement
for
Bowie's " Pin Ups" album . It was

a bizarre but pleasant sight upon
entering the tunnel.
Bowie is known as the chameleon of contemporary music.
From the Lauren Bacall type of
" Hunky Dory" days, to Ziggy
Stardust, to the soulful era of the
"Golden Years," Bowie gave his
public not images but characters. Bowie's style and image
has evolved continuously from
America 's first impression of a
carrot-topped rock and roller.
Stage is Bowie's second live
album culled from his 1978
World Tour. Stage reflects
Bowie's ever changing style . As
compared to David Live, Stage
might as well have been
recorded by another artist. The
two albums mark different stages
of
Bowie ' s development.
Whereas David Live possessed a
raw quality, Stage has the
precision of a good Swiss watch .
Most of the material on Stage is
taken from the p revious albums
The Rise and Fall of Ziggy Stardust, Low, Heroes, and Station to
Station. For whatever reasons
Stage was released , the album
does serve as a recap of the man 's
post-Ziggy Career.

p
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by Nancy Crespo
!Hoyl P.R.O .U. D. and The
Spanish Club presents it's 3rd
Annual Puerto Rican Discovery
Day Celebration.
The event will take place in the
Little Theatre starting at 12 noon.
There will be poetry, dancing by
PROUD's dance troupe, a movie
" La Plena," Puerto Rican typical
food, and speakers from
Congreso Boricua. The entire
cultural program will last until 3
p.m .
The celebrati on will continue
in the evening with a dance.
Conjunto Mango will play Salsa
and D.J . Carlos will play the best

~

in Disco. The dance will start at 9
p.m.-1 a.m. in the Grill Room .
The entire day is free and
everyone is welcomed .
Lambda Theta Phi "The Latin
Fraternity " presents it 's 4th Anni versary Dinner, December 1st.
The dinner will be held at " La
Terraza" 4517 Broadway Ave .,
Union City, N.J . Dinner will be
served at 7 p.m .

The band backing up the Thin
White Duke on Stage is si mpl y
brilliant. Bowie's back up band is
comprised of Carlos Alomar
(rhythm guitar), former Zappa
guitarist Adrian Belew, Dennis
Davis (drums , percussion) ,
Hawkwind (n ow the Hawklords) violinist Simon House,
Sean
Mayes (piano, string
ensemble),
George
Murray
(bass), and of Todd Rundgren 's
Utopia fame Roger Powell on
keyboards
and
synthesizer.
These guys aren't the Spiders
From Mars but truly represent
Bowie's current style and technique. The band plays with an
xactness that can only remind
one of Bowie's infatuation with
German culture and his relationship with Eno.

Donation is $25 per couple and
$15 single. The donation pays fo r
a full course dinner and drink . A
D .J. will play some Disco music
for your entertainment. For
ticket information ca ll 527-2976.

Two Trips To The
Brooklyn Museum's Nubian
Exhibition
rhe Co-Curricular Program Board will be sponsoring
,wo bus trips to the Nubian Exhibition at The Brooklyn
Museum on Friday, December 1, 1978 and on Thursday,
December 7, 1978. Ors. Spaulding and Socarras will be
guiding Kean 's group through the exhibition. The buses
will leave campus at 11 :30 a.m. from the Wilkins Theatre.
The 50¢ tickets are on sale in Student Activities, CC-143,
527-2044. The exhibition runs from October 1, 1978December 31 , 1978.
The Nubian Exhibition at The Brooklyn Museum
features the treasures and artifacts from the Nubian Empire which existed in parts of Egypt and the Sudan from
4000 B.C. through 1200 A.O.

The sound of the audience is
mixed down incredibly low to
the point where it is hardly
noticeable. ,4-s side 2 fades out
Bowie is heard thanking the
. audience. This is the only real
trace of Bowie interacting with

College Center Board '
Special Events
presents

George, Thurogood &
The Destroyers

and
The Allan
Harris Band

The Thin White Duke looking for a young American.
his audience on Stage. The first
side of Stage is dedicated to performing numbers from the Ziggy
Stardust album. Taking into
consideration that this is a difficult band
performing
the
material, the live versions of
"Hang On To Yourself," " Five
Years," and "Star " seem to lack
the urgency and energy of the
original recordings.
Bowie shines on the live version ot "Heroes. " The sound is
f ull and lush with Roger Powell

supplying more than adequate
talent on the synthesizer. While
the instrumentals " Warszawa "
and "Art Decade" seem to lack
in interest, it is the live recording of "Station to Station " that is
impressive. The more effective
side of this live recording seems
to lie more with the works
following the Station to Station
album.
Bowie still confirms himself as
an ever-changing, progressing
artist with Stage.

The Future Of Nuclear Energy
Imagine the Unthinkable: Terrorists fabricate a home-made
atomic bomb and smuggle it into
a major metropolitan area . They
then issue an ultimatum
threatening nuclear blackmail to
force concessions from a
stunned, helpless society.
The possibility of terrorists
gaining access to nuclear
material has worried the experts
for years. Then last year, twentyone year old Princeton undergraduate JOHN ARISTOLE
PHILLIPS designed a suit-case

size atomic bomb. His work was a
dramatic demonstration to the
world of the critical need for
tighter safeguards on nuclear
fuels like plutonium and
uranium .
John Aristotle Phillips has been
acclaimed as a sensitive, hardhitting
spokesman
for
his
generation. He tells his story very

well, and shares with his college
peers views about the present
and visions of the future they will
be shaping together.

Catholic Campus
Ministry
sponsors
A Day Of
Retreat
for Kean College
Students - Staff
Faculty
Prayer • Scripture
Quiet Reflection
Mass
Sun., Dec. 10, 1978
11 :00 a.m .-6:00 p .m .

For details please call:
Fr. Rich Garcia
355-6660
Spend a day of quiet before
the Christmas Tidal Wave
begins
All Invited
Please Join Us

Kean College
Riverdell Chorale
and Concert Chorus
Wilkins Theatre
December 6 at 8:30 p.m.
Ticket info is available
by calling Music Dept
Ext. 2108

December 11
at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets are $3 each
with I.D.
Tickets go on sale on

Friday, December 1
at the Wilkins Theatre
(TPA) Box Office
at 12:15 p.m.

CONTACT LENSES
Soft• Hard
Flexible
Eye Examinations

Dr. Dennis Bruder
Optometrist
212 Broad St. (at the ARch)
Elizabeth
For free consultation
C.11II 351-7209
Professional Fitting At
Affordable prices - only 1 mile from campus
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Thursday, November 30, 1978

8:30 a.m.- 8 :30 p.m.
12:00 noon
12:00 noon
4:30.. 6:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
7:40-10 :10 p .m.
8:00 p .m.
9:30 p.m.
1 :15 - 7:30 p.m.
;'

I I ( / S1 0 l

Friday, December 1, 1978
12:00 noon
8:30 a.m.- 8 :30 p.m.
6:00-11 :00 p.m.
7:00-10:00 p.m.

Senior Pictures
Puerto Rican Discovery Day
Puerto Rican Discovery Day
Jazz Dance
Third World Movement ~ ospe• Choir
Explorer Scouts
Graduate- Student Council presents :
ABBA Eban, free tickets required
PROUD
Townsend Lectµre presecits : .,
JohJi ristotle Nuclear' Energy ·

Downs Hall Cloakrm
Little Theatr.e
Grill Rm &.£.r,t Lge
Dance Studio, Gym
PA141
]1 37

Wilkins The atre
Grill Rm
Alumni Lge

Basketball Freethrow Entry Deadline
Senior Pictures
Student Council Meeting
Evening Student Council Meeting

D114 D'A. Gym
Downs Hall Cloakrm
Mtg Rm A
Alumni Lge

Kean College Concert Series :
Alicia De Larocha, Tickets $5-6 Music Dept.
Swing Phi Swing Disco

Wilkins Theatre
Clge Ctr Cafe

Mass
CCB Film : " The Gauntlet" 25¢ admission
Groove Phi Groove Disco
Radio Station Meeting

Browsing Rm
Wilkins Theatre
Clge Ctr Cafe
Mtg Rm A

~turday, December 2, 1971t-

8:00 p.m.
9:00-2 :00 a.m.
Sunday,December3, 1978

6:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
9:00-2 :00 a.m.
7:00-10:00 p.m.
Monday, December 4, 1978

-

10:50-12:05 p.m.
1 :30- 3:00 p.m.
3:00 p .m.
7:30 p .m.
7:~10:10 p.m.

Kean Instructional Team
Townsend Lecture presents :
"The Art of Holocaust & Resistance"
Kean College Concert & Chorale Rehearsal
CIAO " The Italian Club"
Rotoract Club

trj,11

W217
W100
Wilkins Theatre
Browsing Rm
W'202A ,

•

T~y. December S 1978 ~

,

10:00 a.m.-End
10:30 a.m.
12:15 p .m.
1 :40-,, 2:55 p.m.

Omega Psi Phi Blood Drive
Student Activities Coffeebreak
Christian Prayer Meeting
PROUD
IFSC
Jewish Student Union

Sloan Lge
., • Hutchinson Lby
Doug. Hall 3 fl
_Front Lge "
DR II
W30()
-W100
VE112
CC14J ~.
1100
W.200

· EEO

,

Annie Arnold Sculpturess
Townsend Lecture

. .

kCFT
1.

l)

.

II

..

, ,,.

"'

,,

.

n
'

. ,

,,
.

I
• I,.

l

ll

/

I

... .

.,

.

,,

.,

...

Latin Sorority
IVCF
1101
Education Curriculum Committee ·
H122
-·.·. ·. . -~a109.
Medical Technology Club
Circle K Club
:'.
]1-43
Chem-Physics Club
C218 -•
, , CSW111
· Association for Computing Machin,e ,y
d
_,
J137
Council for Exceptionilll Chit ren .·, _, ..:·,·;'·,'
VE112
FASA
.
•' -..•
' lnternationilll Students Association' '
J102
" .....
T115
EEO-Office
]130
Outing Oub
Pre Lillw Club
J103
W400 ~
EEO_Group Counseling
1131
• Counseling
Psychology €tub
J333
W.2018
.' Latin frillternity
. Nu 'Sigmill Phi
W209
W4028
Nu Sigmill Tiiiu
W413
· Delta Sigmill Pi
. Sigm.t Kappa Phi
1136
]141Nu Deltiii Pf
]142
Omegill Sigma Psi
]144
Nu Theta Chi
]143
Sigma Beta Tau
8208A
Sigma Theta Chi
82248
Lambdill Chi Rho
T21.i
Zeta Delta Pi
Alpha Theta Pi .
VE207
VE211
Sigma Beta Chi
· VE311
Rho Theta Tau
T210
.. Council for Exceptiona• Children
8222
Circle K Club
Townsend Lecture presents: " Four Years After
the Revolution" presented by
Little Theatre
CelebratioA Playhouse

· 3:00- 's.:00 p.m.

7:40-10:10
p.m.
,,

,,

.• I

8:00 p.m.

WedM,d.ay, December 6, 1'71

12:00 noon
3 &-8 p.m.
3:05- 5:00 p.m.
1:40-10:10
p.m.
,,
8:00-11:00 p.m.

9-:00-11 :00 p.m.

Woman Tiiilk
SIA Film: "The Maltese Falcon"
EEO Counseling
Chi Alpha
Fiest Aid Class
Youth Encounters For Christ
Omega Psi Phi

Alumni Lge
,

,

' .. 1, •

Little Theilltre
J131
W401

·

Any submissions to "What's Going On should be directed to the Student Activities Office, CC-143.
The Independent does not . handle material for this column. Any material submitted to the
Independent for this column cannot be guaranteed inclusion. Deadline for submission is Thursday-

one week in advance of the event, minimum.

.

8222
]133
Mtg Rm B

-
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ices • N.Otices • N

CLASSU'IED

'•'

featuring
}Ill,

l

,f

7:30 p.m.
JS¢ admission
December 3
Wilins Theatre

Student Activities Presents
The Wednesday Movie
of the week
featuring

--1.,he Maltese Falcon"

i

3 & 8 p.m.
· FREE admission

December 6
Little Theatre

1-------------------------1
Come to the next
Coffeehouse on
November 30th
featuring

Gus Cero • Arlene • Gary O'Neil
Joe Cherepon • Beth Nippes • Donna
Dom & Bob• Ray Rosenblatt• Chris Macey• Pia

J.

HELP
Special people who have
developed
special
abilities
because of so-called handicaps•
we can help each other and can
make improvements, if we join
together.
I'm trying to set up a group
a.nd need members. Please contact Ann Redding through the
O.T. Dept. Willis 31 I, 5272590, or try Downs about 12:20
most weekdays - I'm not easy to
miss.
We will have a meeting
December 5 during the College
Hour I :40-2:55 on Willis' third
floor. lfyou need help getting to
the third floor, don't hesitate to
call .

in Sloan Lounge from 8:30 til ?

sponsor

Friday, December I and
Thursday, December 7
Bus departs 11 :30 a . m. from the
Wilkins Theatre
50¢ tickets in Student Activities
College Center 143, or 527-2044

Notices
ATTENTION
Applic;tnts-to the Assistant N .S.A. Coordinator position a:re
being accepted in the N.S .A. Office, CCI 18. Applications
must hr. received before Tuesday, Dec. 5. Applicants will be
intervie,-ved between I :40 to 3:00 p.m . Any questions.
comments, please feel free to ask Lillian Marrero , N.S.A.
coordinator at 351-1040. Please slip applications under the
door if nobody's there .

College
Happenings
WHERE DID THE
WEEK GO?
Catch up on all the
happenings of the week
every Friday from 5:00 to
6:00 p.m. on WKCU 's
ROUND-UP.
Find out
what's new in the world, on
campus, and in music. Join
Zork the Bionic D.J . for a
top IO countdown. Hear
who's playing at the local
night clubs. All on one
program. Only on WKCU
AM 59, "It's your brand of
radio."

OMEGA PSI PHI
FRATERNITY, INC.
pr~ents
Their Annual

BLOOD DRIVE
· Tuesday, Dec. 5th
11 :00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
SJo~n Lounge
~

WATCH OUT FOK WKC U'S
Ut:Mt:NTU) UJ. Ht: IS
CUMIN(; TO <;t:T YOU.

Did You Want To Sell Ill Swap· ltl
.
Buy lt1 Rent lt1
Did You Lose Somethingl Find Somethingl

Kean College's Co-Curricular
Program Board
Two Bus Trips To The
Nubian Exhibition at the
Brooklyn Museum

WANTEU
Music major to teach basic piano to
one nine and one 6 year olds. ½ lesson each at $4.00 per ½ hour. Must
be able to come to house in
Millburn. ('all 467-1596.

The Annual Student
Teaching Application Meeting for juniors who are full
and part time education majors intending to student
teach in the 1979-80
academic year wi}I be held
on December 12th at I :40
p.m. in the Wilkins Theater.
Students with a degree who
are working toward certification are also invited if they
plan student teaching for
next year. Distribution of
applications for student
teaching assignments will be
followed by an orientation
session.
Sophomores who intend
to major in Elementary,
Early Childhood, Fine Arts,
English, Library Science,
Physical Education, Mathematics, Spanish, Science and
Social Studies Education
will meet at 2:40 p.m. in the
Wilkins
Theater
on
December 12th to receive
applications for the Junior
Field experience.

starring

Humphrey Bogart • Peter Lorre
Sidney Greenstreet

LOSl
Thursda y, November 9. Lost 3-rini:
notebook in Willis 401. Small
reward. t:11ll 3!5-3597 after 6 p.m.
SEltVKES
L nwanted hair permanently removed. Aida Litwack, J69 Gre-i:ory
Ave., "· Orani:e, 736-5749.

The roster of candidates for
graduation, February 18, 1979,
has been post_e d OJI a buJ,letin
board in t o~nse'n if Hall. ~utside T-106 . More than 400
senior students had applied .
were evaluated and are now a nticipating graduation in February.
At present, the Registrar's
evaluator.s are reviewing the
records of graduation applicants for June 7, 1979. If you
have not filed for August
graduation , kindl y do so
immediately. Applications are
available in the Registrar's Office located on the first floor of
the Administration Building.

IU:UWITMENT
SCHJ<:UULE
FOR NOVEMBER
AND DECEMBER
Each month, from October
through
May, companies,
government
agencies,
and
graduate schools will send
representatives to Kean College
campus to interview interested
seniors. Students should contact our office if they wish to
participate in our recruitment
program.
12-5-78 - Elizabethtown Gas
Company
12-6-78 - Dun & Bradstreet
12-6-78 - Blue Cross/ Blue
Shield
12-7-78 - Internal Revenue
Service
12-12-78 - N.J . State Department of Human Services
12-13-78 - Burroughs , Corporation
12-14-78 - Mutual of Omaha
12-19-78 - N.J. YMHAYWHA Camps

Below, the Independent has a form for classifieds· reach everyone on campus for $1.00.
This $1.00 rate applies on to students. Valid Kean I.D. must be shown to qualify for student
rate. Lost and found classifieds are publi~lied free of charge. Non-student rates are $5.00
for the first 30 words, each additional wor;d .,is $.20.
Fill out and bring to the Indy office the Friday before, for nex,t weeks }ssue.

-·Classifieds

·

MAME •••••••••••••••••. • • • • • • • • • • · • • · • • •
ADO RESS ••••••••••••• • • • • • • · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••
I have enclosed my remittance as per the above .

Place under heading of • . • . • • • • • • • • • • · • · · · · · ·

.

------------ ----- ------ -----___ ____ .. ______
"

..,.

1

()

2

3

4

5

___ 9 ___

-------10
---n--· ----------- --,s-·-·
------11
13
------------ --------,a-· ------·
17
20
19
·-----· -------------~---·-----25
22
23
21
6

7

---8--

14

18

All submissions to Bulletin Board must be received before
3:00 p.m. the Friday prior to publication. Any questions
concerning Bulletin Board should be addressed to the
Bulletin Board Coordinator by calling ext. 7339 • on campus, or, off campus: 355-0174, Fridays between noon and
J:30 p.m.

24

------· ------ ----- ------ ·-----26

27

2H

29

30
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by Ray Lago and
Carlos Cleveland
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Skaters Beat Fordham 4-1, Rip John Jay 12-2
The Kean College Hockey Team (6-2) played the most
impressive hockey this year by beating Fordham Uni-

·

·

h M

1·

,

verslty rn t e . etropo 1tan Hockey League s Game of
the week, behind superb defense and excellent goaltending by Lou Nyitray. The Eastern Division Champions
outplayed the powerful Fordham Rams in every depart.
. .
. . .
ment m this mter-d1v1s1on game.
Ed Cooney started the Squires
off in the first period when Captain Mike Griffin passed the puck
back to the point where Cooney
slapped it past the Fordham
goalie for a 1-0 Kean lead . Fordham ' s super star center Tony
Riocci then tied the score late in
the first period. Kean scored

what proved to be the winning
goal late in the second period
when Ed Deresky tipped in a shot
from the point by John Lang.
Mike Griffin and John Lang put
the icing on the cake in the third
period, for Kean to give the
Squires their biggest victory of
the season , 4-1 .

Defense was the key for Kean .
In the final period , the Squires
only allowed two Fordham shots
on goal. This was quite impressive to Coach Tom O ' Donnell ,
"A defensive team will always
wl inthout ovtetr an offensive teham.
n
e pas wo games , we ave
'finally arrived as a defensive
team. This has allowed us to
emerge as a real contender to
regain our division championship ."
Last Sunday Kean blasted John
Jay College 12-2 in the first clash
between
the
two
schools.
Freshman Bob Mccardle scored
two goals for the Squires as did
senior John Lang, while Mike
Griffin had a goal and two assists.
John Morris, Dan Celiano , Dan
Gamberdella , John Primavera ,
Ed Cooney, Bob Guimarues , and
·Mike Cloogher each scored a
goal in the well balanced Kean
attack . Freshman goalie Hunt
. Patterson was impressive in the
net for Kean , turning back thirty
of John Jay's thirty-two shots on
goal. Kean scored a team high of
six go~ls in the final period to cap
the winning effort.

Pha ro by Pa t Ga //a n le

Kean's Goalie Hunt Patterson makes arm save as Kean bli).Sted John
Jay 12-2.
Slap shots : Kean will lace its
toughest part o f their schedule
when they meet Rutgers ,
Columbia, Queens , Wagner, and
F.D .U . before winter rece ss. The

game this Sunda y against Columbia (9 p .m. at Bran ch Brook Ice
Center) looks more and more as
it it will be tor first place in th e
division. Columbia beat Kean 4-1
earlier this year, but the Squires
are playing much better hockey
now. Star defenseman Don
Gambardella injured his
shoulder and is out indefinitely.
This makes three injuries to
starters already this season for
Kean. l hree stars : Mike Grilfin
John Lang, ;ind Bob Mccardle.'

Leading Scorers

Ph a ro b y Par Gallant e

Kean's Fresh men standout Bob Mccardle (1 8) sets up in front of goal
in the John Jay game.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Goals
6
6
8
6
6

Ed Dersky
Mike Griffin
John Lang
John Primavera
Dan Celiano

Recreation Round Up
Flag Football
The final games in flag football will be played on December
3rd . The team standings thus far
are: T.F.'s 4-0; Sigma Theta Chi 31; Nu Delta Pi 2-2; Nu Sigma Phi
2-2; Sigma Beta Tau 2-3.
3 Player Basketball
The women 's division had
their playoffs on
Tuesday,
November 21st. Kean 's Bullets
were
victorious . with
an
undefeated record .
The men 's division will have
their
playoffs
on
Tuesday,
November 28th . All teams will be
in the playoffs, but they will be
seeded according to their final
sta-ndings. Dangerous Trio 9-2;
T.W.M. 8-3; K.G.'s 8-3; Mazes 83; The Derelicks 7-4; KCNJ Staff
5-6; Flyers 5-6; Chug-a-lugs 5-6;
Sigma Beta Tau I 5-6~ Nu Sigma
Phi 4-7; Sigma Beta Tau II 1-10.
Turkey Trot
See John run. Run John run.
And run he did .. .John Bowles
took the men ' s division title by
running the 1.1 mile course in
6:06 minutes. Camille Kuta took
·the women 's division title in 7:36
minutes. The victors each got a
15 lb. turkey. Congratulations to
you bothl
Basketball Freethrow
There will be a men 's division

and a women's division for the
contest that is scheduled to take
place on December 12, College
Hour, in D ' Angola Gym . Entry
deadline is December 1st. Stop
by the lnstra mural- Recreation
Sports Office D-114.and pick u p
rules an d entry blanks.
CLUB SPORTS
Track & Field Club - First
compet1t1on
scheduled
for
December at t h e Jersey City Arn;iory. Weekday workouts at
Warinanco Park . ' Call advisor
Clarence Bumpas at 757-5150 for
info on where to join theml
Ski C lu b - Look for bus sign up
list in College Center on Dec.
4th, for the Hunter Mtn . ski excursion on Sunday; Dec. 10th.
Reservations on a first-to-sign
basisl
Yoga Cl ub - Tone up and
mellow out under the instruction of Mik..e McHugh. He has a
group of very dedicated student
followers. Join the next class!
Tuesdays, 1 :40-2:55 p.m. , D125/ 127; Wednesdays, 7:00-9 :00
p.m., D-127 .
Karate
Club
Pioneer
members progressing rapidly new members always welcome!
Mondays
and
Wednesdays,
12:15-1 :30 p .m. , CSW-109; Tuesdays and Thursdays, 6:00-8 :00

,..Assists
10
10
6
6
4

Points
16
16
14
12
10

indep~I

SPORTS
I

New Jersey State CoUege
Athletic Conference

1978 Final Soccer Standings
p.m., D-107 . You will N OT be required to have fingerprints
taken II
Gymnastics Club - Whether
you ' re interested in gymnastics
skills or a quick warm-up workout, co me on over! Make it part
of your Tuesday-Thursday
routine, 1 :40-2: 55 p .m ., CSW118. No time restriction , leave
whenever you feel refreshed.
What a great mid-day perk up!
Advisor : Mary Kay Menell.
Volleyball Club - Meets Mondays 8:00-10:00 p .m. , D-110-A ;
and Wednesdays, 3:05-5 :00 p.m. ,
CSW-109. Co-ed.

Overall

Conference

-

Kean
Trenton State
Glassboro State
William Paterson
Montclair State
Jersey City
Ramapo
Stockton State

W
7
6
4
4
2
2
1
0

L T GF GAW L T GF GA
0
1
2
1
4
5
5
6

0 32
0 24
1 18
2 11
1 20
7
0
1
8
T 2

12 10 4 2
9 13 6 1
7 12 5 1
11 8 5 3
10 5 10 1
24 3 11 1
27 5 7 1
22 2 10 2

60
43
44
27
42
17
32
14

27
23
22
23
19
50
45
40

(Montclair State toreteited NJ~CAC gam es with Kean o n O ctober 11
and Ramapo on October 21 du e to ineligible pla ye rs. M o ntclair St ate
also torleited games with New York U . on O ctob er 13, Fairl eigh Di ckinson on October 18; Marist on November 1 and Newark Rutgers on
November 4 due to ineligibl e players )

Basketball 1·s Back

Yes, W e're Back In Business
KCTV - The student's very own television
station is havi ng its first staff meeting, Tuesday,
Dec. 5 in the TV Station's office in the IRC (H utchinson 2nd floor) at 1 :40, College Free Hour.

KC's PUB
is proud to announce that we will be open

SATU RDA Y, DECEMBER 2

8 PM-1 AM

Come and enjoy the music of

BITTER CREEK
Performing the music of CSNY, Dan Fogelberg an_d
others
AS A LWAYS, BOTH A KEAN ID AND PROOF O F A GE
AR E NEC ESSARY FO R A DMISSION-

Phar o b y

Joe Learherwo od

The Annual Exhibition Basketball game, the Blue-Silver game, played on Monday pits Kean against Kean.
Steve D epts (42) goes up for lay-up as Mike Manfree (25) tries for a block. The Blue Team triumped over
th e Silver, 78-61.
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Lack of Interest
See Editorial
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The Dorms: Poor Stude,itabout it when the teacher does
Administration Relations
not.

Basic Skills Test
b y James Ellis
On September 22, 1976, Gov.
Brendan T. Byrne signed into law
the Basic Skills Act. This law requires that the State Board of
Education is to establish a
program of standards for graduation from secondary school. It
permits the Board to formulate a
test in which basic reading,
writing, and arithmetic. skills are
applied . It also allows local districts to set up remedial
programs for students who fail to
meet up to the states standards.
The standards are set for this
year, but will not take effect until
· 1981. The reason for the late date
is because it may penalize
students nearing graduation.
Personally I feel that this law
has long been overdue. Having

attended elementary school in
an urban r:itY.; I noticed many
teachers not doing their jobs,

which results in a lack of basic
skills. I recall when ·1 was a 5th
and 7th grade studenf more Hme
was spent playing ·games than ac- .
tual classwork. The teacher
allowed us to play cards,
checkers, chess, and ocher activities in the classroom. At that
point of my life homework was

not a part of my vocabulary.
Some students never gave a
thought to homework, and it's
very hard for students to think

In high school, basically the
same situation existed. The only
difference was that game playing
ceased. It seemed as though all
one had to do to graduate was to
be nice and quiet, be present in
the class daily, and be " a good
boy or girl. "
I feel that this Basic Skills Act
will finally get all the public
schools to become more efficient. Poor skills will be taken
care of by remedial programs in
elementary and high schools. I
am just hoping that this Basic
Skills Test is fail to all students
especially in the urban schools.
Presen_tly, the Commissioner,
Fred G. Burke is drawing up
plans to provide remedial help to
those students who fail to meet
up to minimum statewide standards in r~dirtl and mathematics. The law stateflhat " e..ch
. local Board of Education shan establish partjcula, educational
goals, objectives, and standards." I hope that these local
Boilrds of Education are fair and
give thme who score below the
statewide standards an adequate remedial program. I also
would like teachers to " give a
damn" and their abilities as
teachers to always be questioned
in order to keep them on their

toes.

by Kinni
For as long as the dorms have
been here at Kean, I have been
hearing stories centering around
the decorum of the dorm
students, and dorm student-administration relations. Some of
the stories, by the way, were
interesting enough to mat.e one
want to live in the dorms; solely
for the sake of experience. On
the other hand, when I asked
about the dorm student-administration relationship, everyone I
spoke with basically communicated the same feelings - " I
wish the housing office wouldn't
take sides when it comes down
to what form of discipline will be
used to aleviate a problem." for
me, this problem was a cause for
concern, to the extent that I
wanted to learn more from the
Juniors & Seniors in order to not
be partiwn to the Freshmen and
Sophomores.
My investigation revealed that
the rules governing the dorm
students were in fact unfair.
Some students are affected by
the restrictions more so than
others. I'm referring mainly to
the rules governing noise both
inside the dormitories and outside in the Quad. It's strange to
me

that

beer

guzzlers

are

allowed to drink beer to their
heart's content, run around the
buildings screaming and yelling
insults out of windows. destroy
school property, and play loud
" electric" music with virtually no
repercussions from the staff. Yet
when in some cases if someone
gives a party in his or her apartment, which is confined to that
apartment, all night someone
will be knocking on the door
complaining that the stereo is
too loud, or bluntly "turn that
shit off." Then, when the
resident giving the party explains
to the person hassling him that
the party is under control, the
next day the resident>. is asked to
leave the dorms. Now if each
student is paying the same
amount of money to stay in the
dorms, I don't feel that unequal
application of the .rules & regula-

.Important
Leaders of all Black organization at Kean are urged to attend a
meeting on December 5th at
1:40 p.m: college free hour,
Alum.ni Lounge, Downs Hall.
Purpose of this meeting is to
discuss formation of a Black
Leadershio Council.

tions is the best way to establish a
solid dorm student-administration relationship. Do you ?

Elections 78
On October 26, 1976 an election was held in which 12
freshmen class representatives
were elected to student council.
169 freshmen came out to vote
between 25 candidates. Minority students ranked high among
those who won the election.
Lisa Davis, freshman Class ~ice
President, received the highest
number votes -n. When asked
what she felt about the outcome
she started, "There was a lot of
enthusiasm on the part of all the
candidates, however the 12
people- chosen will do a good
job.
Monique Toler, freshmen
Class Treasurer, received 75
votes tow.d council. She feels
that the Freshmen Clas.t-has great
possibil~ She also feels that
by working togett,er the
Freshmen Class can make those
possibilities realities. The fact
that 11 minority students were
-elected to council shows that
minority students can work
together and do know what's g.o ing on.
Since there are representatives from each minority it will
prove to be balanced where any
decision · benefits the whole ·
class.
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Expression .Editorial
Eulogy For TWM
Does Third World Movement ~ed a Eulogy?
There is tal ~ ,goirm «J.round aboyt Th,ird .~C?,rld Movem~n\
dying. Well, after we die I wonder if we will be reunited with the
Black Students on Kean College Campus. You know who I am
talking about...all of you so called together brothers and sisters
who are more dead than Third World Movement will ever be.
This is not meant to be a name carling article or a put down of
people on this campus. It is not directed to those of you who are
honestly giving some of your energy and input into the running
of this, your organization.
Before I go on , I must first apologize for unsuccessfully trying
to initiate some of the things I have attempted. Feeling that
Third World Movement represented all minority students on
campus, I mistakenly held back those few people who really
wanted to help from helping. This was done because I wanted to
please all of the black students. What a big mistake. However, I
now realize that most of you do not give a damn. Therefore, I
will .from here on work for, and with those, who are coming to
work with me.
Now for those who are sitting back criticizing what the
present Executive Board of Third World Movement is or is not
doing, I hope you run for office nexryear. The only bad thing
about that is the amount of money student organization allots
Third World Movement for individual programs next year
depends on the success of the programs this year. Therefore, if
Black Solidarity Day, Expressions newspaper, Kwanza, Lectures,
Concerts or any affairs given by Third World Movement this
year are flops, you will not have to worry about them next year.
They will not give you the money to put them on. Third World
Movement has the biggest and most convenient office of all the
student run organizations. If the administration comes by and
sees it empty or closed too many times, we will have a small office in a closet, in the back of a corner next year. Third World
Movement will nqt die this year, but if it' s dying all year, it will
have a sudden coronary over the summer · and you can read
about it in the Indy next fall, as an organization that-died. Foodtqwn will not shut down because the people running it are not
doing their job. It will, if no customers come in. Just as Third
World Movement will not die'if we have customers because ff
the people are here but the executive board running it is not
you will soon have a new board.

Last year I did alot of traveling to other college campuses and I
could not believe how together the brothers and sisters were
with the Black Organizations. I honestly fe!t like tra n:Jerring
away from this dead place. Then I talked with alot of people who
coincidentally had seen the same thing. So I decided not to
leave, but to do something, and I decided to run for office. So
many people said they were going to help me turn the situation
_, t), J ,e,re, at,; 6~~an around ... we were going to be the ones to do
it...where are you now? All of you who have complaints, why
keep it to yourselves, or tell it to your roommates ... we can help
you! They can 't! Every single one of you has something to put ·
into Third Wqrld Movement. There is a whole lot Third World
Movement can do for you and will do for you, ask us and help us
help you.
,
Black students please get yourselves together, look in the mirror, look around you , look what is going on. It is no way in the
world you can· really be happy with our situation here at Keari ,
and if you wait any longer to do some~hing about it it will be too
late. We have no unity here. We have no strength. We are only
here acting as tokens and our value as tokens is fastly decreasing. There is so much we should be doing, and so much we
' should have, but we do not because we are not together
. enough to strive to obtain it. Those of you who are still alive
wake that brother or sister next to you and hip them to what is
. and what should be going on , do it now ... don 't wait!
Underclassmen please don't iet some of these tired upperclassmen (Juniors and Seniors) influence you negatively. You
will be here for 3, 4, and even 5 more years. They are .leaving
soon and if you wait for them to do soll)ethi ng you will get what
you're asking for. When the upperclassmen leave so will what
little organization, Third World Movement, we have here. Not
that they will destroy it for you. I am not just trying to put·the
blame on someone else because I am an upperclassmen also.
One last note about participation. The executive board of
Third World Movement does not get anything at all for holding
that office. We do not get tuition paid, books paid, or pay, we
don't get anything but satisfaction and all the sleepless nights,
missed meals, headaches and heartaches of_trying t o please you .
Thank you Betty, Renee, Yvonne, Kim , Lisa, Monique, Der:..
rick, James, Aleef, Kinni, Chris, Willie, Kamau, Angel, Karen ,
Barry, Hilda and Executive Board members for your help. You
will not be overlooked in the future. Please excuse me from
leaving any names out who should have been included.
Thank you,
Byron R. Still
Vice President Third World Movement
and temporary Editor in Chief of Expressions

EXPRESSlONS
NEEDS

Policy of Expressions
1. Expressions is dedicated to becoming a focal

point of communications for Third World and other
Minority students.

YOU

2. Our · purpose is to educate and jnform all
students on issues having an effect on the minority
community.
3. , Expressions wants . to show the positive·
achievements of Blacks, Hispanics and other
minorities, who are often neglected -by other
media.

4. We. are striving to serve the Third World community and to become the medium through which
their hopes, aspirations, achievements and criticism
can be voiced to all who will listen.
5. We -are dedicated to truth and justice· for all

6. Only through communication with each other
can we gain a proper understanding of our needs
and develop our communities accordingly.
7. To bring together our thoughts and ideas and

share them with all our sisters and brothers.

-

Acting Editor-in-Chief .... . ..... . ........ Byron Stills
News Editor . .. . .. ·............. . . . ..... . . James Ellis
Feature Editor . ....... . ... .. .. .. ... .. .. Renee Young
Social Activities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Betty Dixon
Sports Editor . . , . .. ... . ... . ..... . ... ... ... Jeff Mayes ·
Renee Bland
Feature Writers . . .. . . ....... . .. ... . . Yvonne Wilson
Monigue Toler, Felicia Brown , Lisa Davis, Robert Morris,
Angel Ownes ,
Layout . . . . ... , .. . .. .. . .... . .. . .. ... . .. . Kinni Rowe
Kamau Jackson
Advisor . . . . . . ... . . . . .. . : .. . ...... . Dr. f.hillips Kafka
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Woman And -The Pill

Letters to
the Editor
Thanks
We wouh;i: like to thank the students of the freshmen .class, Kevin
Reddick ,.Bf~on Still , and the brothers of Omega Psi Phi for all their
support, encburagement and patience in dealing with us during the
time we were campaigning for office and student council.
We realize, from here on it's on us. And we' ll give it all we' ve got
which is our best shot.
Sincerely,
Ms. Monique Toler, Treasurer
:"'1iss Lisa Davis; Vi<:e President

.

Right On! Right

On!

In our society we must say for the third consecutive year we have
been able to accomplish nothing!
We as the third world members must realize we are trying to make
this organization better and safer for the future and present. In order
to bu ild a better foundation for our organization, we must fulfill the
desires needed to do this . We must get a group of people capable and
willing to sacrifice their time to work with Third World and better it.
True, we do some things to help Third World , but not the things
needed. We are too busy worrying abou.t discos and who's gonna be
here for our next concert. Before thi s we must realize that we must
persuade student organization and show them we are here to stand
and not to be pushed around! We are here to better ourselves and
not to be belittled. Forget about all the bullshit of Right On-this,
Right On-that but we got to stand and speak up on.issues we think are
controversial.
Don 't think that I am saying we absolutely haven 't accomplished
anything, but what I'm saying is we are now at a standstill. Do you all
realize this is what they want us to do, fall apart. We must get off the
high horses in which - we sometimes ride and put our nuggets
together! If we maintain the interest that we show now for third
world , by 1980 there may be no Third World . For any reason that you
may conceive of bring it to Third World & try talking to these people
(students org.) is not bullshitting anymore, they will close up &
throw your ass out, don 't believe me if you don 't want to. It's high
time we stepped up to build , not ignore and kill. T. W .M . meetings are
not always for executive board members but for all, an d blacks may
come too . Let's step up before we step out, if not it's your fault. Think
about it.
Signed ,
Someone Who Cares
P.S. United We Stand, divided we shall fall - FOREVER .

I.

The Suggestion Box

HeIPIN~ ,, THc ~fY.....
by Yvonne M. Wilson
Expressions wants YOU , the
minority students of Kean
College to become more involved with your newspaper.
Like many students attending
colleges all over the country, we
- too at . times experience the
agony of defeat and the anguish
of boredom. Our friends cease
to am.use us, the sight of text
books annoys us, approaching
exams depress us, and that extra
time that so many had promised
us we 'd have seems nowhere to
be found. We at Expressions
would like nothing more then to
add a little pep to make you step
toward success, so to speak. In
other words, we 'd like to give
you a reason to hold your head
high and walk with dignity once
again .
In order to accomplish this
task, the idea of a suggestion box
was formul;;,ed. We at Expressions believe that if students had
access to a suggestion box directly connected · with their
newspaper, it might encourage
feedback . In our opinion , the
students are not just the readers
of our newspaper, they are the
newsmakers of our newspaper.
A suggestion box would give
you , the student, the opportunity to express yourself as one of
the important people of your
Kean College World. By using
the suggestion box, you would
be able to submit articles such as
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letters to the editor, poems,
short stories, recipes, your own
opinions of a specific topic,
comments on the newspaper
itself or just topic suggestions
that you think might be of some
interest to you and the other
readers of Expressions.
We, the people of Expressions
care enough about you to be
more than willing to read your
suggestions and possibly submit
them into your newspaper. Our
open-minded view of your
suggestions will be attributed to
the fact that we realize we are
still a young and growing
newspaper, and need your help
to expand . If for some reason
your article or suggestion is not
submitted
into
Expressions,
don ' t be discouraged. Write us
and ask us why, or better still
drop by. The reason for the delay
may simply be because we didn 't
have enough room to fit your article in at the time, and that it
may possibly show up in the next
issue of Expressions. Remember,
unity is the key, so we must work
together to accomplish the task
of having a successful newspaper
made up of you, · interesting
views and the efforts of the Expressions staff.
By December 1, 1978, the
suggestion box will be available
for your use. It will be located
outside of the Third World Office in the College Center.
Remember, all articles and
suggestions must be signed by
you. Whether you choose to sign
your name, or anonymous Xis up
to you , but in some way, shape or
form , it must be signed . We hope
to be reading many of your articles and suggestions and we
hope you' ll enjoy reading your
own suggested topics and articles in Expressions. We at Expressions have and will always be
dedicated to the preservation of
your happiness, so keep on
smiling, and hopefully we' ll be
hearing from each other soon .

To many women of childbearing age, few medic~I su bjects are o f more interest than
contraception . Since 1960,
millions of women have relied
on birth control pills (oral contraceptives) to prevent pregnancy. FDA is now changing the
information doctors receive
about birth control pills to bring
it in line with the latest findings
on these drugs and plans a major
revision of the information provided directly to P.atients.
Wayne L. Pines, FDA deputy
assistant commissioner for Public
Affa irs, Dr. Richard Crout, d irecto? of FDA's Bureau of Drugs,
discusses the latest information
about " the pill " and other
methods of contraception.
The most common type of
birth control pill contains two
female hormones, estrogen and
progestin . Fundamentally, these
pills take over the menstrual
cycle from the normal endocrine
mechanism. And io so doing
they inhibit ovulation and
change the characteristics of the
uterus so that it is not receptive
to a fertilized egg. The first birth
control pills were marketed in
1960, an_d approximately 10
million women in the United
States today are taking birth control pills.
There are major risks involved
in taking birth control pills. First,
patients can die from taking estrogens or birth control pills,
though this is an extremely rare
occurrence. The major problem
is death from blood clots, which
may occur in the lung, in the
brain where they cause strokes,
or in the heart, causing heart attacks. There's one other very rare
adverse effect from the oral contraceptives that can result in
death, and that is the development of liver tumors which may
H,

bleed . There are also som e less
serious side effects associ ated
w ith birth control p ills. Fo r example, some women may
become nauseous ; others may
have tenderness in the breast, a
change in menstrual flow , or a ·
change in weight. A woman
usually will have such a reaction
within a matter of days or weeks
after starting " the pill. " If the
side effects are too uncomfortable, the women must decide
whether she wants to go on tai< ing the pills. In some cases,
switching to a different brand
may be the answer. These ,are
problems each woman must
consider with her doctor.
Contraception such as the intrauterine device (IUD) or the
diaphragm have risks associated
with them . Probably the safest
form of contraception in terms
of ·serious effects is the diaphragm with gel or cream , with
the use of abortion if this fails to
prevent pregnancy. The risk of
death from IUD's is unrelated to
age, being about one or two
deaths per 100,000 users per year.
The rate of death from the
diaphragm or other methods is
zero, but these methods also
carry with them a higher rate of
pregnancy, and pregnancy itself
carries a risk. The risk of death
from pregnancy and childbirth
among women using no form of
birth control is about five .per
-100,000 women for those under
25 years old , and about 20 per
100,000 for women over 30 years
old . So , statistically speaking, it is
riskier to be pregnant than to
take birth control pills, except
for the over-40 age group. While
precise predictions of risk cannot be made for a given · individual , women should know the
general statistics about various
contraceptive methods as part of

making an inform ed choice.
Birth control pill s are th e most
eff ective form oi con trace ptives . For women taking birth
control pills, presuming they
take them faithfully, the rate is
below 1 per 100 women years, so
they are extraordinarily effective.
The compelling question is
whether birth control pills are
going to be associated with an increased risk of cancer of the
breast. Up to this time, studies
have not shown an association
between 'the pill' and breast
caric~r i'n women .
The FDA as ati institution is not
in the business of advocating
population control or particular
methods
of
contraception .
However, the usefulness of b irth
control pills in individual family
planning is an important benefit.
It is a right of women to decide
when they shall not become
pregnant. A variet y of ef.fective
options for accomplishing this is
a valuable asset in our society.
Oral
contraceptives are
probably the best choice for
healthy young women who are
sexually active. This is the group
in whom the serious risk are
least. The decision on what conit raceptive to use ought to be
made basically by the patient and
not her physician . She ought to
ask of her physician information
and advice, but not ask him to
make such an important decision
for her. Neither should the
physician simply impose his
choice on the patient without
considering the options . This is
an area , like man y others in
medicine, where there is no
substitute for frank and open discussion between patients and
doctor.
Reprinted from the FDA Consumer, May 1976)

Who's Wh~ On Campus

Renee Young
by Betty Dixon
The first thing I want to do is
welcome the Freshmen to Kean
College and Expressions. Who's
Who, going into its second year
of publication , is a regular
feature . of Expressions. A good
qu~stion would be, what is
Who's Who1 Well, Who's Who is
an article which highlights a
minority student on the Kean
College campus. This article
deals with the students past
events, interests, involvment at
Kean and their future goals. We
hope in one way or another it
will acquaint the minority
students on campus with one
another.
In this article we will be highlighting Ms. Renee Karen Young.
Renee is from Neptune, New
Jersey. She graduated from Neptune Senior High School in 1977.
She is a 19 year old Sophomore at
Kean and is undecided in her
major. Being an Aquarious,
(January 28) , Renee enjoys swimming. She also gets into arts &
crafts,
photography,
plants,
traveling, dancing,
reading,
poetry, and all kinds of music.
Renee is very involved on
campus. She is presen! IY lhe
Vice-President of the class of
1981 . Her other activities are:
Feature Editor of Expression,
Third World Executive Board Assistant, and Ornega Psi Phi Fraternity's " Que Essence Court "
member. Her past activities include Freshman Class Council
Member,
Freshman
Representative to Third·World, and Exodus Gospel Choir. Ms. Young's
goals are to become successfu I in
whatever she pursues, to see the
world and to lead a rewarding
and satisfying life. When asked to
give a message to the people,
Rnee replied :

Hub

Exodus

by Robert Morris
by Renee Bland
" Exodus" is the Kean College
The captain of the basketball
Gospel Choir. The choir was
team is a native of Neptune, N .J.
formed in October 1973, by Mr.
Born under the zodiac sign
Alfred Brown, presently the
Capricorn , Jerome likes music
Director of the Financial Aid Ofand traveling. Basketball has
fice. Mr. Brown had been talking
been a part of his life since the
to several Black students from
fourth grade.
ttie Dorms who were interested
Jerome, who is playing his last
in forming a gospel singing
season with the Squires, hopes to
group (Exodus). The group exaccu·mulate more points this year
tended out from under the
and hopefully no injuries. This is
(TWM) Third World Movement
his third year being captain of
the Squires. Jerome's expecta- • which is an organization to unite
tions of the team this season are the minority students together as
a whole to express different culthat " We' ll defend our title as
tures. The purpose of Exodus is
Conference Champs once
to express the Black Ethnic
again. " His feelings concerning
Group cultures by singing spirithe coach are that he could be
by enlightening
more understanding of th e tuals and
someone's soul through the
players . Hubbard goes on to say :
word of God . The choir has
" As far as coaching the basketgrown a great deal since 1973,
ball team he is a very good
coach ." As far as winning thi s both spirituall y and academically.
season the team will take the
games as they come." It is an
Presently Ms. Shiela Ellis is the
honor to have Jerome Hubbard
Directress of Exodus. The group
(HUB) captain of the team .
consists of twenty to thirty
Good Luck towards a successmembers. Exodus has appeared
ful season . Hopefully, the spirit
in concerts throughout the state
of the fans will be even stronger of New Jersey, and New York . No
this year .
later than last month Exodus performed at the " Homecoming"
game and gave a marvelous per" I feel as though students on fovmance. The group is now
this campus should become preparing for its Christmas
aware of activities and facilities
concert on December 7, 1978 in
available to them which may the Little Theatre of the College
help them understand the
Center, and the group's annibackbone of Kean College. versary which will be coming up
Students should all unite or in the Spring semester.
come together so all can be as
Exodus has proven itself to be a
one instead of separate. I just
hope everyone will be success- great choir with a lot of recogniful in whatever they do, and ac- tion. So if you are interested in
complish their goals in the future Exocus , rehearsals are every
Thursday night in the (TPA )
years to come. "
If .you are interested in appear- Theatre for Performing Arts ,
ing in Who's Who, leave your Room 141 . Exodus welcomes.you
name and address in the Third once, twice, thrice, and may
God 's ~lessing be with you .
World office.
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Harper, Frances

Fashion
by Lisa Davis
There is a good chance you do
not ·like the clothes you w ill see
here and there. They are not as
flash as disco clothes, and they
are more elegant than ordinary
looks. These are dress up clothe_
s
for special occasions . For the oncampus comfortable look, there
is a completely new look.
W ith winter getting closer
every day, many of us are
wondering whether this one will
be as bad as last and if so, what
clothes will keep us cozy. Start
with a collection of very handsome long coats with some exciting new touches such as a shawl
or· a netted scarf to _keep warm .
The blazer look is with slightly
wider shoulders and big bold
pockets.
This year, dresses are more o f
the French Style. The tucked
blouse with a round collar and a
double-button
front,
coordinated with a soft, pleated skirt.
Hats are in again and there is
one (at least) for everybody. A
black low-riding western hat of
wool felt is very attractive. A classi c gray derby is very pretty with
tweeds . A beret of many colors
can set up any outfit.

Ellen Watkins

There's a new fabric - velour;
and it is showing up everywhere. The new drawstring pants
with a peg leg and loose blouse
set off with a matching bow' tie.
The new boots will be ankle high
with a 5 inch heel or leather boot
that is so soft it can be rolled
down into a cuff with the narrower pants. To complete your
outfi.t try an envelop· size
handb~g or a pouch worn closel y ·
around the waist . But fashion is
not only for the women . Men
have a play in the scene also.
A double breasted wool
sweater is useful for both
business and entertaining ,
especially when teamed with the
gaberdine trouser, a light-tone
shirt and a scarf or a hooded
sweater blended with tweed
pants, a scarf and a plaid shirt
topped off with a hat for casual
wear . To make it r:nore simple try
a pair of denim jeans with a
blazer topped with a baby collar
shirt.
For this year's cold weather, try
a wool wrap coat with matching
scarf rounded out with gloves
and flat comfortable shoes.
Remember, .clothes make the
man and woman, so keep up
with the fashions!

.

What Is
Love
Love is creation
Creation within itself
that cannot be measured
smitten or torn
Love is reproduction
Love is imaterial as
material as it can be
One-to-one
correspondence that is

Can We Find
A Reason

. Bilal
by Kamau Jackson /mani
Bilalian, a term many of you
might wonder where this word
originated from Bilalian is a term
used today by some Americans
of African descent especially
members of the World Community of Al Islam in the West. As
a label Bilalian takes us away
from color consciousness, i.e.,
black. In moving towards selfdetermination it is a name we
have Biven ourselves rather than
one imposed on us from outside, i.e., colored, negro.
Bilalian is derived from the
name of Hadzrat Bilal lbn Rahab,
a freed Ethipian slave who was
the first high priest and treasurer of Al Islam in the seventh
century. He is said to have been
Mohammed's first convert.
Mohammed furnished the executive ability and generalship
for the new faith while Bilal
provided much of the inspira. tion. Prayer was the · great
strength of Islam and Bilal could
do this with more intensity than
anyone else. Whenever he
prayed the crowds c·ried out
loud.

Each morning at six Bilal would
call the faithful to worship with
the words: " Great is the Lordi
Great is the Lordi I bear witnes:;
that Mohammed is the Prophet
of Godl Come to prayer.I Come
to salvation! God is great! God is
great! Prayer is better than sleep!
Prayer is better than sleep! Th is is
the Azan, or call to prayer. Bilal
held prayer n'o matter what was
about to happen. At the battle of
Bedr, while the enemy was advancing and all seemed lost, he
made the soldiers kneel and
pray. Inspired by his impassioned zeal, they turned what
seemed certain defeat into victory.
~
When he neared death
Mohammed named Bilal -as his
successor but Bilal declined in
favor of Abu Bekr.
Bilal lived to a ripe old age and
amassed an immense fortune.
He is buried in Damascus, where
his tomb is one of the principle
sights.
Reference
Rodgers J.A., Worlds Great Men
of Color, Volume 1 page 143,
McMillan Co., New York, 1972

Love is the mingling of
our souls
Can we find a reason for
all the money we spend
We may cut down on all the
money we lerid
Can we sit down and talk
like sister and brother
The bible says we're
supposed to love one another
Can we be a good samaritan
when a crime takes place
Or turn our heads an<fact as
if we didn't live in
this rat race
Can we ignore war and what
it does to this earth
We can 't forget this is the
place of our birth
Can we see things the way
other people do
With all the problems this
is nothing new
Can we gather together all
ethnic groups and unite
Our love for our culture it
must be alive
So if you can understand
what I' m trying to say here
Let's put our heads together
and get ourselves in gear.
by Jeff Mayes

Why Give
A Damn

. I

Why Give a Damn
If you can't enjoy yourself
on campus.
If you can 't see decent
performers.
For your entertainment on campus
Why Give A Damn
If the organizations on
campus have , to pay astronomical
figures to get a room for
your enjoyment.
Why Give A Damn
If you have tp pay a
ridiculous $2.00 deposit
to use the pool tables in
your recreation room.
,Why give a damn .
If yout activities fees.
are spent on expensive bands
you've never even heard of.
Why give a damn
• ff -you can't enjoy
yourself on campus ·
Why Give A Damn.
~inni

Love is trusting you and
You trusting me

Love is when my hands
clasp your hands and
your lips touch my Jips
you make my mind wander
into a land of its own
that cannot be found by
anybody's mind, but your own
Love is in the existence
of its own infinite time.

Now that I have found you
I found the meaning of
LOVE.
by Robert Morris

(1825-1911 )
Frances Harper a , famous
Amer ican author and lecturer,
was the leading Black poetess o f
her time. Most of her poems
concerned antislavery and racial
themes, but she also wrote about
other subjects. Frances Ellen
Watkins was born of free parents
in Baltimore. Her parents died
when she was 2 years old, and an
uncle reared and educated her.
She began to write poetry as a
teenager and started to lecture in
18.54.
•
Frances Harper spoke against
slavery throughout the Northeastern
United States and
Canada. She_ married Fenton
Harper, a farmer, in 1860 and
gave up lecturing until after his
death in 1864. Harper often
added variety to her lectures by
reading some of her poems to
the ,audience. Her books included Poems on Miscellaneous Subjects (1854) ; Moses:
A Story of the Nile (1869) ; and
Iola Leroy, or Shadows Up1ifted
(1892) , which is a novel. During
her later years, Harper became
known for her lectures supporting women 's rights to vote and
opposing the use of alcoholic
beverages. From 1883 to 1890,
Harper served as Superintendent of Activities among Blacks
for the Woman 's Christian
Temperance Union (W.C.T.U.).
Frances Harper was a remarkable women of her tiflJe. She
became famous for the outstanding work and ability with
which she performed. I think all
American
women
should
cherish her work and remember
her always.
Mary Shelton
reprinted from
World Book Encydopedia
letter H., 1978

Changes

· You know what you ' re going
through, and if you feel it is not
in your best interests, you might
decide to1change.
The changes that you ' ll be going through, believe me, are all
on you; for no matter how hard
you strive to change those ways,
someone will reflect upon
I am the womb of man,
yesterday, and no one will
My gift to you was life,
· notice, ·because to them you 're
Through you, for you, I
still the same.
designate my presence,
Don't give up that which will
There'd be no existance for
benefit you . Continue to believe
you without me,
this in whatever you pursue, and
For I am your mother.
through it will take a while for
And you are my child .
By Yvonne M. Wilson others to see the change in you ,
who really matters? So long as
you dot
Submitted by
Felicia Brown

Creation

A Love

, Sonata
How strong is our relationship,
Can it stand the test,
Cause space can be a factor,
An obstacle like the rest.
How do you measure it's
strength,
It's cohesiveness, it's
ability to hold,
What formula measures
stability,
What preveots it's fold?

Is there a universal answer,
Or am I blind and just
' don't see,
Could it be I'm cha.sing
rainbows,

While the rafnbowi cha~ng
me1
So how strong is our
relationship,

,

·

Will it take a dive,
We have to find the buoyancey
That'tl keep our dream .
alive.
Kinni

